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I. QHHHAI, XNTHCDtfOflON 
An explanation of th® behavior of solutions of strong 
el®@trolytes has presftnted an important ©halleng® to modern 
chemistry. Soat progress has b@en road# toward ad«qi*iat« 
theoretieal eacplanatlons of sueh behavior in dilut© aolu-
tions. Many data for 1-1 @l«etrolyt«s and smallor araounts 
for 2-1, 1-2, and 2-2 electrolyte® hav® been obtained by 
whieh the various theories way be tested. However, rela­
tively few data hav® bean reported on higher valenee-type 
elaatrolytas. 
In general, eleetrolytea do not obey the classleal 
Kaoult's law. When this law 1® modified to inelude the 
mole fractions of the ion oonitltuents present in solu­
tion, rather than the »ole fraction of the electrolyte 
as a whole, better agreewent is obtained between experi­
mental data and thia Modified lawf however th® law still 
does not completely explain electrolytic behavior. It 
has been observed that th® colligative properties of solu­
tions of electrolytes are dependent upon the valence-
types of the electrolytes. This dependence upon valence-
type ha® been accounted for in aaodern theory of dilute 
solutions. However it has been observed that the behavior 
of poly-valent electrolytes deviates from theory at lower 
concentrations than does that of »ono-valent electrolytes. 
. g -
Many more precis# and aocmrate data should be obtained on 
the behavior of poly-valent eleatrolytes before a ooaplete 
theoretioal explanation ean be raad© to aeoount for this 
departure from theory. 
The aiain deterrent, until quite recently, to the 
obtaining of data on poly-valent electrolytes has been the 
unavailability of salts poaseaalng the required properties, 
fo be satisfactory, not only aiuat a aalt be of a high 
valence-type, but it iBust not hydroly«e to any appreciable 
extent, since hydrolysis would coaipllcate the interpreta­
tion of any data so obtained. It is for this reason that 
compounds of feClII), Al(lll), Sn{Vt), and 2r(I?) are un-
suited for this type of work. It has been known for some 
tiwe that, when dissolved under carefully-controlled con­
ditions, the halldes of the tri-valent rare earth elewents, 
and of the other werabers of the IXl-A family of the peri­
odic table, do not undergo hydrolysis to any noticeable 
extent, fhus, this family of eleoents possesses all the 
desirable characteristics for a study of poly-valent 
electrolytes. 
Until the late 19^ 0's, the only methods useful for 
the separation and purification of the various rare earth 
elefflents Involved thousands of tedious recrystalllssatlons 
or other equally laborious procedures. Few chemists had 
the facilities or the patience necessary to obtain appre­
ciable quantities of the rare earths in any great degree 
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of parity. Only when it beaarae posaible to stparmte and 
purify large quantities of th« irariou® ©lesaents of th« rare 
©artli faaily rapidly, by »eans of ion ©xehang® r®ain 
oolttfflos, eould thos® int@r«fit«d in the behavior of solu­
tions of poly->val«nt eltatrolytes obtain the desired data 
for aoat of thes« «l«»ent«. 
In addltioin to the hlgh-valene® natura of the rare 
aarths, thas® elements posaess another oharaeteristic 
whieh mkes then ideal to test the various theories of 
behavior of solution® of strong electrolytes, fhe rare 
earth elements are atriklngly aiwilar to each other in 
their ehewieal behavior, exhibiting only a @ma.ll grada­
tion of properties froro eleraent to eleaent* This is 
brought about aa the 4f eleetronla shell i® progressively 
filled in going froffl lanthanum,, with zero 4f eleetrons, 
to lutetlUMi, with fourteen ^ f electrons, while the electron 
configuration in the outer 5a, 5p# and valence shells 
rwaains unchanged. Since the cheiaical properties of an 
eleaent are principally detewined by the valence elec­
trons, the variation in the nijwiber of 4f electrons pro­
duces only iiinor changes in these properties. One such 
property which exhibits a readily detectable change is 
the atoraic radius. As the'atoaic number, and therefore 
the nuclear charge, increases in the series from lanthanum 
to lutetluB, there is a stronger attractive force exerted 
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by the atowie nueleui upon th® various electrons, oauBing 
a BhrinScag# of the atoraie radius, fhis effect, known as 
the "tonthanid® Contraction", is the principle reason for 
tht slight differences in properties of the tri»valent 
rar® sarths ions. 
Host theories conc«rning the oheraleal proptrties of 
«le©tr©lyt@8 involve not only the atowie radius, but also 
a n«ib«r of other constants which have to be evaluated 
«3cperi«ientally, fhe larger the nuraber of constants, th# 
aor# closely experiraental data can be mad© to fit any 
theof^  being tested. Froviding the theory is valid, 
once these constants are fixed for any one rare earth, 
they have to hold for any other rare earth of the series, 
esEcept as they are Modified in a predictable way by the 
atoraic radius, fhus, when accurate data are available 
on the behavior of solutions containing rare earth ions, 
the raany theories now in ejElstence »ay be better evaluated. 
It should then be possible to detewaine which of those 
ass'yaptions inherent in these theories are not valid for 
poly-valent ions. 
frior to the work in this laboratory on these pro­
perties, only one rare earth halide, lanthanum chloride, 
had been investigated thoroughly enough to extrapolate 
its activity coefficients (1) and its equivalent con­
ductances (2,3) to infinite dilution. Recently, seven 
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more rare earth ehlorid#s have been siroilarly Investigated 
. It is the purpose of this research to extend the 
investigation to other rare earth salts, partieularXy the 
bromides, so that raore light may be thrown on these pro-
bleras of eleetroXytie behavior. 
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K. KiflEW Of fIffiOlllS Am Iffi^ OSS 
A. Itttroduetion 
Th© basl® for all modern theory of eleetrol^ tla be­
havior is the a»s«mptton that solutions of electrolytes 
eontain potitiirely and negatively eharged partieles, 
called ions, in exset electrical balance, fhia premise 
was first elucidated by Arrheniwi (7), in 1387# in hit 
alassieal theory of eleetrolytic dissociation, Although 
aoroe of hia aeeondary assumptions were not substantiated 
by experiraental evidence# hi® theory neverthelei® gave a 
qualitative picture of the nature of solution® of electro­
lytes. As aueh, it wa» u»ed until 19^ 3, when the Debye-
Huckel theory of electrolytic behavior was first pub­
lished (8). 
Arrhenius' assuraption that ionic mobilities are con­
stant with changing concentration has been »ho-wn to be 
Incorrect by experimental data on transference numbers. 
In his theory, Arrhenius also stated that the decrease 
in e<|uivalent conductance, of an electrolyte with an 
increase in concentration was due to the decrease in the 
nuaber of ions, according to the ratioi 
= X. • (1) 
in which oC is the degree of dissociation, and j\.n is 
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the equivalent conduotance of the eleetrolyte at infinite 
dilution, fhus, a 0,001 nonsal lolution of potatsiUM 
ehlorid# would be appi?oxi»at#l|' 98 per @«nt disaooiated, 
while a 0.1 normal solution would be only B$ per cent 
dissoeiated. lowever it has b®«n found, for exawpl®, in 
the Otbye-Huefeel theory, that th# therwodynawlc pro­
perties of strong eleotrolyt®® in aqueous solution could 
be mor« readily explained toy. assuraing ooaiplet® dissocia­
tion. ilectrolytes cannot be Incowpletely dissociated 
for conductancea, and at th© eawe tlra#, be completely 
dissociated for th«»odyna®ic propertiea. fhe resolu­
tion of this anoaaly has b«#n achieved by applying the 




It is well known that a" solution of an electrolyte 
exhibits electrical conductivity. Under proper conditions, 
an electric current pasaing through such a solution obeys 
OhBt*s .law. fhui, it is possible to raeasure the specific 
resistance, yO , and the specific conductance, L, of a 
solution which are related byi 
yO* 3/1* • I'a/d, (2)  
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in whisb H it the resiatanoe in ohras of the solution of 
cro®8-s®etional area, a^ in square centimeters, and d is 
th# distane©, in centi»«ters, between eleetrode®. It is 
often desirable to express the oonduetanoe of an eleetro-
lytio solution in terns of it® equivalent oonduotanee, 
•A. fhis fuantiti' is defined asi 
= 1000 I » (3) 
in which £ is the ooneentration of th® eleetrolyte in 
equivalents per liter, 
Kohlrauaeh (9) diseovered that in very dilute solu­
tions th« conduetanee® of ©leotrolytea eould b@ expresied 
eapiriaally byi 
A - Ao - k /T , (*) 
in whioh k is an experiroentally determined constant. It 
was generally conceded that this was the correct expression 
for the variation of equivalent conductance with concen­
tration in dilute solutions, but for some years attempts 
to derive it theoretically were not successful. 
Several excellent reviews have been published on the 
history and development of modern theories of electrolytic 
conduction (10,11), fhe theoretical solution of the pro-
blew of conductance is not coapletely solved as yet, al-
thou#i the limiting law of Onsager (12a,l2b) is essentially 
in with expariwental data at high dilutions,, and 
iB the best extrapolation law for aonduetivit^ f data at th# 
present ti»«. Mueh reoent work has heen directed toward 
extending Onsager's law to higher ooneentrationB (13#!^ #15) 
but as i^ et, little sue©®s8 has bten achieved frow a 
strictly thtoretioal standpoint. 
Sinoe it wa» not possible to aeeount for th« dterease 
in conduotivit^  with increasing eoneentration bs' assuming 
a decrease in th® mMBb«r of ions# th« deereas® in con-
dueti^ itj was asauraed to bd du« to the d«@r@aa® in tha 
fflobility of th® ions, fhi» assiimption has wet with soae 
suooesa and 1® the baais for Onsagar's law Cl&). 
J. J. van l^ ar (16) waa tht firtt to explain why ionlo 
raobilitias should change with eoneentration. le pointed 
out that oouloaibie forees whieh wust exiat aaong th® ions 
in solution Must affect th© oonduotan#®, oarootie presture, 
and other colligatiir© proparties of elaotrolyti© solutions. 
In 190%, Noyea (17) preaentad avidanee baaed on the 
optieal propartiea of soma alaetrolytaa whieh indicated 
that theae must be coaiplately dlssociatad ©van at high 
concentrations, fhrea yaara later, Sutherland (18) made 
aoroe qualitative calculations %rtiich Indicated that the 
couloEsbic forces could produce all of the decrease in con­
ductance with increase in concentration whieh had been 
observed for strong electrolytes. 
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In 1913# liln@i' (19,20) developed a raathenatloal 
theory to explain tb« effects of inter-ionie attraction in 
aolmtions of electrolytes which was esstntialiy correct# 
but whieh was too involved to be of wuch practical u®e. 
With these sane ass^ umptioni^  ^ bye and Iilckel (8) succeeded 
in obtaining an Integrated equation which led to a useful 
expretsion for detcribing the effects of inter-ionic 
attraction®, fhey proposed, as a first approximation, 
that coulombic interactions,of the ions with each other, 
and with the solvent, whieh was treated as a unifora 
dielectric »ediu», could account for all deviations from 
ideal behavior of dilute solutions of electrolytes. These 
coulorobic Interactions give rise to an ionic atmosphere 
around each ion such that a slight excess of negatively 
charged ions exists about each positive ion, and vice 
versa, fhis theory will be discussed wore fully later in 
this section. 
Using this concept of an ionic atmosphere, Debye and 
licicel (21) developed a preliminary theory of conductance, 
fhis theory was later corrected and extended by Onsager 
(12a), who derived an equation which is now generally 
accepted as the correct limiting law. According to ©ebye 
and'luckel and to Onsager, the concept of an ionic atmos­
phere leads to two effects, the "tirae of relaxation" 
effect and the electrophoretic effect, both of which lower 
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ionio wobilities with ineressing ooneentration, fhe ©lectro-
phoretie effect is eatt»©di by the ionie atfflospheTO, which 
ineludl«» the solvent «ol«eul«s assoeiatei with it, moving 
with the oentral ion, thus ex:«rting a retar<ling influenee 
on the mobility of that ion, fh® "time of relaxation" 
©ff«et results fro® the fact that, under the influence of 
a potential gradient, th« ionio atmosphere laoves in a 
direction opposite to that of the central ion. Moriaally 
th« ionic atwosphere i© »yii»«trically distributed around 
the ©antral ioni whan th© central ion wovas, the atmos-
phare will tend to mova with it. Althou#i the adjuataent 
of th# atmospher® to th@ new condition is rapid, it is 
not inatantanaoua, and so a dipol# is forwed. Aa a result 
of the foraation of the dipola, th« effect of th# potential 
gradient on tha central ion is daeraasad and the aobility 
of this ion is dasraasad. 
Although tha Onsagar differential aquation has not 
bean ,solved for tha general case, cartain approjiiwations 
can ba aada and a siisplified solution obtained which is 
applicable to ions of a diluta solution. For a binary 
elactrolyta, which is assuaad to be eomplately dis-
sociatad, tha Onsagar limiting law can ba axprassad ast 
( 5 )  
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in whieh B is th@ diele#trie constant of th« ffl«diuni; f is 
th@ absolute teap#ratw@, 2i and ^  are th® charges of 
the two species of ionsi ?7 is the absolute viscosity 
conductances of the respective ions, fhe first term in 
the brackets of equation (5) accounts for the "tiroe of 
relaxation" effect, and the second for the electrophoretic 
effect. 
fhe use of the Onsager equation for extrapolation 
purposes will be discussed in raore detail in the experi-
raental section. 
2. Methods 
Accurate conductance raeasureaents on solutions of 
electrolytes were first reported in 1868, when Kohlrausch 
{9) initiated the use of a Wheatstone bridge operating on 
alternating current instead of the previously-used direct-
current bridge, in order to avoid polarization effects 
during raeasureroents. He also introduced the use of 
of the solventI 
and 
V2( > Q « 
(isi-tzgiczi• asg J 
fhe quantities /if and ^2are the limiting equivalent 
• iiiMiirn'fe ^ 
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platinized el«etrode» In oondyotante e«ll» to reduce fur­
ther th« eff@©t8 of polarlEatlon (22,23)« lis forfflula for 
the plfttlniiing solution is itill'in use today. Kohlrausoh 
developed th® aiethod of eonduetanee aeasurements to auoh a 
high d®gre« of pr«oiiion that the only iroprov©m©nt» made 
sine® hit ti»® have been in design rather than in method. 
fhe fir»t «aJor iwproveaent on Eohlrausah*® alternating 
©urrent bridge wa« wade in 1913 toy Washburn and Bell (2^ 1. 
©iey initiated the use of a high frequency generator as a 
source of alternating current# and a telephone receiver 
tuned ^ to the applied frequency| in addition, they employed 
capacitance and inductance-free resistors. Washburn (25) 
discussed the theory of design, construction, and use of 
various types of conductance cells, as did Taylor and 
Icree (26,27,28). Hall and Adaws (29) designed an amplifier 
for use with the null-point detection device, thus iroproving 
the sensitivity of detection. 
Xn 1923, farker (30,31) observed that -the cell con­
stants of conductance cells vary with resistance. 
Shedlovsky (32) and Jones and Bollinger (33) showed that 
this "Farlcer Effect" was due to capacitance effects within 
the cells. Jones and Bollinger also designed cells which 
fflinlwized this effect. In 1926, Morgan and l,a»»ert (3^ ) 
reviewed all the conductance data available at that time 
and carefully studied the effects of the design of the 
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bridge and tht eharaeteristies of the osoillator. fhey 
found that the ©aeillator iho«ld be plsoed a ainlinura of 
30 feet fro® the bridge before the mutual induetanoe 
between the bridge and oioillator is eliminated. 
Jones and Josephs* (35) study of the oonductanoe 
bridge and aeeessory apparatus in 1928 was so good and so 
eofflprehensive that it is still used as the basis for all 
bridge designs, Shedlovsky (36) also designed a bridge 
useful for the weasurenent of aeeurate oonduetanee data 
whieh differed only in the manner of shielding from that 
reoomaended by Jones and Josephs, Jones and his co­
workers (33#37) also studied the design of conductivity 
cellsI their work is still regarded as the best guide 
for the construction of such cells. Qne of the leading 
manufacturers of conductance apparatus has carefully 
followed the recosmendations of Jones and his co-workers 
on bridge and cell design in the construction of its 
most precise cowwerclal conductance apparatus. 
It can be seen from equation (2) that the resistance 
of a solution Is proportional to a quantity d/a which 
has the units of reciprocal length. This quantity is 
teraed the "cell constant" since it depends only upon 
the diwensions of a cell, the measurement of the correct 
resistance^  and hence conductance, of a solution depends 
- 15 -
directIf upon the ascurat® determination of this faetor. 
In prinoipl# it i§ poaiitole to weasur® this quantity 
directly I howwer, for cells in cownion u#« it is simpler 
to prepare standard solutions of known specific conductances, 
and to determine the cell constants froro weasurefflents of 
the resistances of these solutions in the cells. Kohlrausch 
(38) established potassiua chloride as a standard by raeasur-
ing the resistances of its solutions in cells of accurately 
known diaensions. Hit mlues of the specific conductances 
of potassiUB chloride were used until they were redeterained 
to a higher degree of accuracy by Farker and Farker (39)* 
by Jones and his co-workers (40,41) and by ShedlovsKy (42), 
I. Theory 
Closely related to conductance is a ratio called the 
transference number of an ion» fhis quantity, Ti, may be 
in which i^  is the aaount of current carried by the ith 
ion when a current I is passed through a solution contain­
ing that ion. For a corapletely dissociated electrolyte. 
C. transference Numbers 
defined ast 
(6) 
A = S •^1 ' 
. 4. I 
(7) 
** 
in whioh F i« the Faraday, and ^  Is th« ionie mobiliti' 
of the ith ion, that is, th# velocity of that ion under 
a potential gradient of om volt per etntl««ter, fhus, 
the transferenee niwher of an ion is alto equal to th# 
following expressionst 
n « i^/-A . (8) 
t '• 
the sum of the transference noBfeer® of all th® ionic 
species of a solution aust, of course, equal unity. As 
can be seen from the above equations, a knowledge of the 
transference ni^ bers and of the conductances of solutions 
of electrolytes periaits the calculation of the ioni© 
raobilities of the individual ions. Also it perraits a 
study of the validity of the Onsager lljiiting law for 
individual ions. Data on ionic niiobilities are of interest 
since variations of these quantities among various ions of 
a regular faaily may be correlated to such properties as 
ionic radius and coordination number without assuwlng any 
effects from the other ions present. 
Impending upon the standard relative to which th© 
velocity of the ion is measured, transference n«Bber» are 
of three types, fhe Hittorf transference number is a 
raeasure of the ion velocities relative to the solvent. 
The Nernst, or "true" transference number is measured 
relative to the molecules of some inert solut® present in 
17 • 
solution which is neither aff«cted by the electric current 
nor affects th# »ov#m«nt of th« other iona pr«8ent» fhe 
third transference number, from laoving boundary data, is 
obtained relative to fixed position® on the transference 
cell. Uata fr« any of these wethodi oay be corrected in 
order to obtain the theoretical transference number as 
defined in equation® (6) and (8). 
By use of the Onsa^ r liiiiting law (equation (5))$ a 
law for transference maibers way be obtainedi 
fi « fI 4 S{%) /T" (9) 
in which 
-htl S(Ti) (l'»il ' l«i|)7L, 
28.98( /ij.1 «| IjD 
h (DT)i 
f i» the liwlting transference niwber of the 1th ion of 
charge z%$ and 2L number of ions forraed from the 
dlaiociation of one molecule of the binary electrolyte, 
fhis equation appears to be valid for sorae 1-1 electrolytes 
in low concentration®. However, the predicted slope is 
not obtained for higher-valence electrolytes, although 
there appears to be a linear relationship between the 




I>ani#ll Iti 1839, wai the first to deaionstrate 
that th« positiv® and negative ions of an electrolyt® do 
not carry equal aiiountt of ©mrrent. In th# next decade, 
littorf (^ 5#^ #^ 7ji%8,%9»50#51) hegan his studies on ion 
Biigration and eonfirraed the earlier reports. Hia work 
extended over a 50-year span, and although hi® data are 
not sufficiently aee.wate for use today, they provided 
the basis for subsequent work, fhe Hittorf apparatus 
eonsiated esaentially of a three-oonpartraent eleotrolysis 
eell' with a couloiaeter eonneoted in series, fhe three 
eoBpartfflenti, terased the anode, the middle, and the cathode 
oo®partaents, were filled initially with the aa»e solution. 
After the passage of a meaaured ntaiber of eoulorab® of 
eleetrieity, the solution in each corapartraent wa» analyzed. 
Frew a knowledge of the initial eoneentration of electrolyte, 
the transference nuii.ber of the ith ion can be calculated 
as follows (§2)1 
,« . N# •No - Nf 
- -2 (10) 
He 
in which % equals the initial nuraber of equivalent® of 
the ith ion per gram of solvent 1 Nf equals the final ni«B-
toer of equivalent® of that ion per gram of solventj and 
Me equals the number of equivalents of that ion added to 
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th® solvent by the eleotrod® reaction, an<3 i® equal to the 
nuwber of faradaya of current patted through the cell. 
While the Hittorf siethei is basically quite accurate, 
it is limited by the accuracy of the methods of analysis. 
Since it is also very time-consuraing, very little work 
is done with this method today, although Maclnnes and Dole 
(53) and Jones and Bradshaw (5%) have greatly perfected 
the techniques Involved. 
The electromotive force method for the determination 
of transference nufflbers involves the Measureaent of the 
potentials of two types of concentration cells, those with, 
and those without transference. Although this wethod is 
theoretically sound, it is not considered to be as accurate or 
as precise as the other available procedures for obtain­
ing transference niMbers,. fhe evaluation of transference 
nurobers by this wethod involves either the use of graphical 
wethods or of empirical relations to express the potentials 
of the cells as functions of the concentration, further-
iBore, it is often difficult to find suitable electrodes or 
bridges which are reversible to the cation for the cell 
without a liquid junction. Although this method has been 
used by raany investigators (55#56#57)# raainly because of 
its themodynaaic soundness, it is not regarded as being 
capable of yielding accurate data of the desired precision. 
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the basi# theory of the moving boundary ®ethod for 
the ieterfflination of transference nifflbers is outlined 
below. The TOthod eoneists of foiling a boundary between 
two solutions, (%"%) as in the diagraa at the right, and 
observing the wotion of that boundary under the influence 
of the eurrent induced 
by an applied potential 
difference, l&uring the 
passage of the eurrent# ^^  
all of the cations will x x 
ffllgrata toward the J ^ 
negative electrode, 
and all of the anions 
toward th# potitive j 
electrode, giving 
rise to two boundaries, k-A, between the two anions, and 
between the two cations, for a solution containing 
© equivalents of a binary salt per liter, the passage of 
one Faraday of current will cause the two boundaries to 
sweep out a total voliaie of lOOO/c aillillters. Of this 
voluBue, f^ ClOOO/c) aillillters will be due to the wot ion 
of the cations, and f„{l0OO/c| aiillllitert will be due to 
the motion of the anions, therefore, the following 
equation way be writteni 
L-'C;-
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Womba • ^ nilOOOM* HD 
In whieh % is the transf«r«noe nuaber of either of the 
ions, ani k is a proportioimlity constant. If a different 
nwrtber of eouloiibs, F^ ., were passed through the solution, 
a different voluffle, v, would be swept out by the ith 
speciesJ and thust 
F» - kv. (12) 
eofflbining equation (11) and equation (12), and 
solving for fresults in the' equationt 
(13) Pov f i « lOOOf• 
for a -constant eurrent of 1 amperes passed for t seconds, 
f« - It, (14) 




Since wany excellent reviews have been published on 
the theory and history of the raovlng boundary method 
(10,11,§8|,59»60) only the more important contributions 
.will be discussed. |,odg# (6l) in 1886, was the first 
to investigate the possibility of observing directly the 
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rootion of an Ion eonstltuent In an ©leotri© field. 
Whsthaa {6t, 63# 64# 65# 66, 6?) and Hernst (68) studied 
th« mowfflisnt of a bounda^ r^  b«tw©@n two solutions, one of 
whieii was ©olored. In 1899, llasson (69*70) indicated the 
proper eonditions for quantitative work in this field.' 
following the luggestion »ade bf ^ ena (71) and Bein (7S), 
that a boundary between two ©.olorless solution® wai' be 
visible due to the differenees in indieei of refraction 
of the two tolutions, fienison and Steele (73»7^ #75#76) 
obtained transference numbers of the wore ooMon eleetro-
Iftes. this wethod for obeerving moving boundaries i« 
in eowon use todajr. 
there are two general proeedures for forming a 
boundary between solutions, the sheared boundary and the 
autogenic boundai^  wethods. the theared boundary is 
forwed when two solutions in a suitable sell are separated 
initially by a novable barrier. When the barrier is 
removed, the two solutions eoae in eontaet with eaoh 
other, with one solution on top of the other, ©eniton 
and Steele (73) used a movable parohraent-covered plunger 
to form the boundary in their early work. Methods for 
improving the boundary were devised by Maelnnes and Smith 
(77) I Ite-elnnes and Brishton (78)1 and Spedding, Porter, 
and fri^ t (5). The laet named authors aisiplified Maelnnet 
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arid "sheared disk" apparatus deireloping the 
hewndar^  with a hollow-bore stopcocic. 
The atitogenl© method, first applied bj? Franklin and 
0ady CT9) in 190^ # inTol^ e# the use of an anode eaisposed 
of a raetal whieh forist a toliible salt with the anion of 
the leading aoltttion, that is, the solution under investi­
gation, M the eleetrolysis proeeed®, the soluble salt 
is produeed and forra® a boundary with the leading solution, 
this »ethod I# »ore reatrieted in its application than 
the ttethod of sheared boundaries, but i» nevertheless 
Quite simple to uae. 
fhere are several properties whieh are required of 
the following or indiostor solution, that is, the solution 
whieh forffls the boundary with the leading solution, h 
few properties are self-evident, firsts the two solu­
tions wust not reaet with eash other* Seeondi for eatlon 
transference nwabers, the transferenee niwber of the cation 
,of the following solution fflust be less than that of the 
leading solution, and eorrespondingly so for anion trans-
ferenoe nimbers. Thirds although either rising or fall­
ing boundary systems way be used, since the,effeet of 
gravity over the few eentimeters' length of measuring 
tube Is negligible, the following solution laust be 
lighter than the leading solution for falling boundaries, 
and vice versa for rising boundaries. Fourtht there must 
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be a differenee iii eolorj, in indices of refraction, or in 
soae other property, between the two solutions »o that 
•the boundary my be observed and followed. Other requisite 
properties of the following solution are discussed below. 
For the passage of one faraday of current, it is 
evident frow equation (I3) or (15) thati 
» ©V (16) 
in lertiioh ? is now the voliwie in liters moved due to the 
motion of the cation. Since no voids appear in the system, 
it is obvious that the same voltwe roust to# moved by the 
cation of the following solution, so thati 
#^f • ®f^  ^ (17) 
in which is the cation transference ntwiber of the 
following solution of concentration Cf equivalent® per 
liter. By eliminating ? between equations (16) and (17)# 
the following ratio is obtained! 
« t4fAf • (IS) 
This ratio was first derived by Kohlrausch (80,8l) in 
1897# who called it the "beharrliche" or regulating func­
tion, although it is now more coawonly called the Kohlrausch 
ratio. According to Kohlrausch, regardless of the initial 
concentration of the following solution, under the Influence 
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Of the eleotrio current passing throu]^  th® solution^  the 
©oncantration of th« following aolution at th® boundaz^  
will autoraatiesllf adjust itself in eontomXty with the 
abow ratio. Sine© th« l«a«ling solution initially 
oeeupiea the spaee into which the boundary ©oves, it has 
the power to regulate the concentration of the following 
solution which r®plac#» it, fhua th® moving boundary 
aethod yields dir«©t information, for only th© leading 
solution• 
In th« 1920»8, mnZmrn and Smith (77,82) road® a 
study of this theory, fh«y varied the concentration of 
th© following aolutlonj, with the concentration of the 
leading solution kept constant* According to Kohlrausch, 
all of the transference n^ yaibers so obtained should have 
been the sawe. However Maclnnea and Smith obtained a 
curve such a« that ahown to the right. The flat portion 
of the curve, y-y^  gave the 
correct value of the 
tranaference niMber, '^ 
following aolution 
according to the Kohlrausch ratio, thus it was found that 
yielded the correct 
concentration of the 
and the nid-point of 
this plateau, x. 
Cone, of following soln 
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th® aijustment rang® i» liraltei, although the IJl^ ita 
depend upon faotors which are not well underatood. fhe 
aboire authors found that the range is greater for wore 
dilute solution®, and greater for rising boundaries than 
for falling boundaries. Also the range of adjustwent is 
wider for saall-bore tubes than for those with large 
bores. One possible reason for the failure of the follow­
ing solution to adjust Itself to the ooneentration 
required of the Eohlrauseh ratio aay be as follows. With 
a rising boundai^ , if the initial concentration of the 
following solution were lower than the adjusted concen­
tration, then the adjusted concentration would be denser 
than the initial# and the two solutions would ®ix, fhis 
same reasoning would apply in the case of a falling boundary 
if the initial concentration of the following solution 
were greater t!mn that required by the regulating ratio, 
Although it would appear that the two transference 
nwbers raust be Icaown before the experiaental determina­
tion of one of thera may be wade, the wlues need only be 
known to within five to ten per cent and can usually be 
estimated from other known properties, such as con­
ductances . 
fhe Sohlrausch ratio gives rise to another effect-
which is quite beneficial. Since a slower ion is required 
of the following solution than of the leading solution, a 
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low®r eonoentratlon i® also r«Qy,ired of the fomer. ®i© 
aorobination of thmm two faotors usuallf leads to a aolii-
tlon of greater sp«elfle reiistance than that of the lead­
ing aoltttion, oausing a graatar potential radiant in 
the following solution. If 8oa« of th® fattar ions of 
the leading solmtion were to diffuse or to ba carried by 
sonTection across the boundary, they would enter a region 
of higher potential gradient and would b# forced forward 
into the leading aolution. Son^ ersely, if the following 
solution ions were to diffuae into the leading solution 
region, they would tow oore slowly than the leading solu­
tion, and the boundary would overtake thew, fhw the 
boundai^  is aelf-sharpening, laolnne® and eo-workers 
C58»83#8*#85) have deraonitrated that this eorrective 
Meehanisw does.ejdLst. After forming a boundary, they 
interrupted the current for as long aa 200 minutes# after 
which tirae the boundary was fuite diffuse. Upon re­
starting the current, the boundary resharpened and the 
correct transference number was obtained. 
Since the indicator solution has a higher specific 
resistance than does the leading solution, wore heat is 
generated in th® former solution than in the latter. 
this heat produces convection currents which tend to 
disturb the boundary. The self-sharpening effect of 
the boundary overcowes this convection disturbance 
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providing %h@ di®twrbano# is not to© gr«at. Sinoe more 
heat is generated in the indieator solution, sharper 
tooundaries are obtained if a falling boundary tysteai is 
used. With sueh a system, the heat fro® the eolution 
with highei" resittanoe would rise away frow the boundary, 
rather than up into the boundary if the reverse syatem 
were eaployed. furtheraore, the use of a s»all-bore 
tubing, rather than large-bore, permits a more rapid 
conduction of the generated heat from the Oell to the 
therwostat, 
Although indieator solution# whish have an ion in 
eoiiffion with the leading solution have been ordinarily 
eroployed, this is not a neoetsary require»ent» Although 
a boundary nay be initially foMied between totally dis-
siwilar ions, as soon as the boundary moves, a @oro®on 
ion is on both sides of the boundary, for ewiifple, if 
lithifflB bromide were employed as a following solution 
in eonjunetion with a leading solution of gadolinit» 
chloride, the boundary would initially be between these 
two solutions. However, as soon as current is passed 
through the cell, the browide ions will move away frora 
the cation boundary and the chloride ions will Migrate 
across that boundary, 5hus, while lithiuffl bromide 
initially foiws the boundary, it will be lithiuM chloride 
which will be following the gadolinium chloride. Although 
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tti© mm of a non-cofflnori Ion following solution feas been 
reported (06), this t@ehiiiqu« is not oft#n u««d since it 
aoiBplioat«8 th® ealeulation of the oorreet ooneentration 
of th« following solution b«oaus« the Kohlrausch ratio 
appliea to the solutions which aotually for® the boundary 
during th® determination* furthewore, th« 'volura® oor-
reotion, discussed b«low, would ha^ « to b« ©rapirioallf 
approxifflsted instead of being «xaotly ealculated. 
Early in the devtlopwent of this aethod, it waa 
r©aogni«©d that voluroe ehanges due to th# electrode 
rtaotions ®i^ t displace the boundary. Miller (87) had 
made the observation that "subject to a correction for 
the ©xpansion and contraction caus«d by electrolysis", 
the transference maiberf obtained by the »oving boundary 
method and by the Hittorf iiethod should be identical. 
Iiswis (88) was the first to coraput© the correction which 
is necessitated by th® volia® changes. Since th# Hittorf 
Method yields transference nuBibers referred to the water 
of the solution, and the aoTing boundary wethod yields 
these numbers in reference to fixed graduation® on the 
Measuring tube, the motion of the water with respect to 
the graduations must be coraputed. fhis coroputation is 
quite simple if one electrode cha®ber is closed during a 
determination and the other chanber is left open to the 
atmosphere. With this arrangewent,' only those ¥olui»e 
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ehanget whieh ©ac«a? between the clos««S ehaaber and th© 
boundary will attmt the position of th# boundary, fhe 
volume change, for a wetal anode, a leading solution 
IZ# providing I is th® only anion betw«#n the boundary 
and the anode« i®t 
1  „  . 1 V „  -  1 _  T . V i j t  ( 1 9 )  
I''"' 
in whioh f is th« partial »olal volira# of the indieat®d 
mm • 
eleotrolyte, and ^  is th« »olar voIuib®. ©le following 
expression for the oorreeted transferene# nuwber results 
by uae of equation {l6)t 
- OA?/1000, (20) 
1000 
in which is the measured voluaie in milliliters, ^  i« 
th® change in volMie, and is the uncorrected or 
observed transference nuraber. 
Xn 1932, J^ ongsworth (89) observed that within experi-1 
mental error the sub of the transference nii^ bers of both 
ions of a binary electrolyte were not equal to unity, '©lis 
was especially so in dilute solutions. He finally con­
cluded that this discrepancy waa due to the presence of 
charged iapurities in the solvent which carried a taaall 
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fraction of the total ©urrent. He deriviid the following 
quantity to eorreet for these impuriti@sj 
• ^ •C^ olwnt^ /Cl'iolution)» (21) 
in whioh f• i® the oorreat transfereno® niraber, and L ia 
th« speeifie eondttotanoe of th« indieatifd Quantity. thus 
th© final equation for th® d@terfflination of tru© trana-
f@r®n©e nurober® by the moving boundary iwthod beoo®@»i 
^ lOOOIt 1000 I-solutlon 
It Should be noted that the first oorreotion tei» is 
important mainly in eoneentrated solutions and the saeond 
in dilute iolutiona. 
B. Aotivity Coeffioients 
1. fheory 
An ideal solution is one in whioh all of th® cow-
ponents obey laoult*8 lAWf that isi 
Pi = PlSl » (23) 
in whioh Pi is the partial pressure of the ith ooraponent 
in a solution in which M|_ i« the raole fraetion of that 
0o»ponent and p? is the vapor preaaure of that pure oora-
ponent. fhe eheaioal potential of auoh an ideal solution 
is given byI 
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BT In % # (24) 
iri whieti /Ui^  is the eli«»i@al potential of the ith com­
ponent in a solution containing a roole fraction of 
this component, and is th© ©haitlcal potential of the 
pure cofflponent. Meal solutions are found only in cases 
in which the solvent ani solute are similar in nature, 
for exaaple, benzene in toluene. Many solutions, however, 
are not composeii of such siwllar conponents, and hence 
are not ideal. 
To describe this deviation frora ideality, Iiewis 
(90), in 1907# developed the concept of activity, one 
definition of which is as followst 
d/^  ^ s If d (In , (25) 
and 
lira aj^ /Hi 2 I , (26) 
in which is the activity of the ith component of mole 
fraction Equation (25) defines the change in activity 
in terms of the change in cheraical potential, and equation 
(26) establishes the reference state of the ith coraponent. 
Alternate reference states may be chosen to suit the par­
ticular conditions of any syste»| the reference state 
expressed above is particularly well-suited for discussing 
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th# soluts in a ttolwtion. In oMer to int«grate «qaation 
(25) a p#f«renee solution »ay toe ehos®n with oo»po»itlon 
N|# for whioh af eiaentially equals N|. Iqmtion (23) 
may be integrated between this ir©ry iilut® rmf&mnm 
Stat© and any arbitrary state, so thati 
i^ ® I® Cln ai) - M (In a|) . (2?) 
Since the staniard itate of the ith component is d@fin©d 
as that state in which its activity is unity, the chanical 
p o t e n t i a l  o f  t h e  i t h  i o n  i n  i t a  s t a n d a r d  s t a t e , i a i  
Ml ->^i - ^  (In Wj) . (28) 
fhus, ©quation (2?) way be rewritten a«t 
* » (i« »!> # (29) 
in which y^ l is a function of only th« teaperature. iqua-
tion (29) is applicable to all aolutions, ideal or non-
ideal. By defining a rational activity coefficient, fj^ , aat 
H = i^ % ' (30) 
the activity coefficient becowes a measure of the devia­
tion of th© ith cGaponent fro® ideality. 
for work with strong electrolytes, it is cowon 
practice to esqpress the coaposition of a solution in tews 
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of the iBolaritsr or the molality of th« solttte, rather than 
in t©ws of th® »ol® fraetion. fhis ha® l«d to th© defini­
tion of the molar activity coefficient, and the »olal 
activity eoeffieient, /i» followti 
i^ « i^ Zr/'//^ o^  CClli-ll2)/lOOO/3j7 , (32) 
in whioh ro and 0 are, respeotively, the molality and the 
Molarity of the solution| Mi and Mg are the molecwlar 
wei^ts of the solwnt and the #ol«te, respectively! and 
£ and /o^  are the denaitiei of the »ol«ition and of the 
piAre solvent, reapeotively. 
Since it is iaposiitole to separate the activity of 
one ion constituent fron those ©f the other ion con­
stituents present in a solution of an electrolyte, these 
individual quantities cannot be detemined. However, it 
is possible to detemaine the mean activity of the electro­
lyte as a whole, fhe raean activity of an electrolyte, 
a^ , is defined a»8 




m = e/C /> - CM2 ^  # m 
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r a «  ^, (35) 
in whleh V is tli« nywber of ith ions ffo» one »ol«ettle 
of tm «l@etrolyt« wMeh iissooiates into a total n«ab«i' 
of iont, 2Lf^  md a is the activity of tli® eleotrolytt. 
for a binary ©leotrolft#, of wolaritf C$ the following 
«3tpr#»®i©ns aay toe ©wployed to €«fin« the aatiirity 
oo@ffi©i«ntsi 
V , ,V v« V'- y y. 
a^  « CfJ C. « a^  V i C36) 
m *" m 
4 ' v/^  y/- . (37) 
si = « c( v/'' )/' h (38) 
in whioh y* i«< th® ro»an raolar aeti^ ity «o#ffioient| C4 
is the aean ionis aolarityi and and C. are the raolaritles 
of tht oation andi of th# anion, reape©tiv@lj» Similar 
expretiions way toe obtained for th® wean aolal quantiti®®. 
XiWis and Randall (91) obs@rir«d empirieally that^  as a 
first approximation^  th® aetii^ ity ®o®ffioient of a par­
ticular «l«otrolyte is a funetion of only th« ionie strength 
of the solution. fh@ ionio strength, w, of a solution 
is defined ait 
w « i f- * C39) 
in irtiieh i» the raolarity of the ith ion of valence %X'-^  
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w«i»e mnabl# to aeeoiint for this i®p#nd«rie® from 
the©r«tieal oonsiierations. 
Nwi«rous attempts h&m be«n maie to aoooiint theoreti-
oally for th® dwiation of sotivity eo«ffiei©nt» from unity* 
In 1912 ani 1913# Milner (19*20) srriiresi at a partial solw* 
tion t© the probl©ra by naleini the assuaption that the 
dc'Viationa were dti# to interionic attraetiona and repul­
sion#. 1« enoountered math«»atieal difficulties, however, 
and wa» unabl# to obtain a satiafaetory solution, n^ 
years later, ©ebye and lieteel (8| used the aaa© asswp-
tions with wuoh greater sueoesi. 
©ebye and luokel assuraed that the ooulofflbio inter­
actions give ri»e to an ioni® atmosphere around eaeh ion, 
aueh that there is a slight enoeis of oppositely-charged 
ions around eaeh central ion, fhey alio assumed that the 
time average charge diatribution of this atwosphere it 
adetiiately e^ resaed by the Bolt®»an distribution. By 
a»;panding the BoltEwan exponential into a power teriea 
and disregarding all terms higher than the first order 
they were able to ©owbine the charge distribution with 
foisson's equation for a spherically-syaaetri© distribu­
tion of charge, and to obtain an expression for the electro­
static potential of an ionic atraosphere on the central ion. 
The interaction of the charge of this ion with the potential 
was identified with a contribution to the dibbs* free 
*• 3T • 
enerSf per Ion (92,93). fl»e expresaion derived by lebye 
and I^ ekel for the aean activity ooeffieient of a binai^  
electrolyte having ions of charge 84 and isi 
- in . (40) 
1 • i B \/w 
o in whieh a is the mean distance of closest approach of 
the ions to each other, h and B are constants of the 
solvent and of the teiaperaturei they are defined ast 
A = 6 ^ . I HE , (41) 




 ^ , (42) 
1000« 
in which £ is the electronic charge1 B is the dielectric 
constant of the solvent} k is the Boltznan constant! f 
is the absolute tewperaturei and N is Avogadro»s nwber. 
fhe fundaaental assuaptions of the Bebye-lUclcel 
theory can be sumraariaed as follows. Onet the electro­
lyte is corapletely dissociated. I^ ot if the electrical 
charges could be removed from the ions, the solutions 
should exhibit ideal behavior, three1 the properties 
of the solvent are continuous, with no variation of the 
dielectric constant about the ions, foun the Boltswan 
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distribution law correctly expreife® tli« distribution of 
the ion® in the ionic atmosphere. Fivet the Foisson 
equation is applieable to systeffls of ionie charge# in a 
solvent. SixI the net electrostatic potential of the 
ionic ataoaphere of any ion is sisall eo®pared to the 
quantity so that the higher terws of the expansion 
of the Bolt»»an distribution law way be ignored, fhese 
assuoptions becoae wore nearly correct as the solution 
It 
becowes ®ore dilute. Thus the ©ebye-Huctol theory is 
applicable only to dilute solutions. 
Attempts to extend this theory to hi^ er concentra­
tions have met with only partial success. Muller (92,9^ ), 
Qronwall, I»aMer and Sandved (95)* and BJerruro (96) have 
attempted to extend the applicability of the theory by 
including sowe of the higher terms of the Bolt«aan expan­
sion. However the resulting eqmtions are too involved 
to be of mich practical use, 
2. Methods 
the various Methods available for the experimental 
determination of activity coefficients are based upon a 
wide variety of weasurewents including freezing point 
depression} boiling point elevation} oswotic pressure} 
and electrowotive force of cells both with and without 
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ti»ansf®i»en#«, Adaquate refer«nees are available for all 
of these »#thod8 ClO#13-#9T#98). 
Sind© th« iettanslnation of aeti¥it|r eotffloi@nts 
frow eoncentratiori eella with transference was ©roployed 
for th# work presented in this theiis, thia »«thod will 
be diseusaed in detail, fhe theory imrolved in suoh a 
determination is simple and straightforward, for this 
diaeussion it i» convenient to consider a general cell 
of the following typei 
«,«, C®|) i^ 2)* C*3) 
in whieh id is an eleotrode reversible to the 
ion, of eharge is the cation of charge 2^  of 
the eleotrol:?'te whose mean activity ia to be 
* * 
deterwinedf and and Wg the molalitiea of the 
electrolyte in the two coapartaents. By convention ^  
if assiiffled to be greater than »g» For the passage of 
one Faraday of current, the following changei will occur 
in the left-hand coapartaent of the celli 
1) a loss of equivalents of due to the 
migration of that ion under the influence of the current| 
2) a gain of f«. equivalents of X^ " due to the iiigra-
tion of that ion under the influence of the current| and 
3) a loss of one equivalent of X^ * due to the 
electrode reaction. 
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For th© saae reasons eacaotly the opposite changes will 
oeour in th® right-hand oo»partw#nt. fhe net change in 
th« e#H is obtained by auming tht abow chang«8, and is 
®<iual to a tranifar froa th® left-hand oorapartmtnt to the 
right-hand eorapartnitnt of equivalents of th® eleotro-
lyt. 
the free energy chang®, d j for a reversible reae* 
tion in a e«ll of the above type, in which ^  is greater 
than m2 by an infinitesiwal amount, iai 
d 5^  * nKT fa £ Hf d (In a) , (4#) 
«• y* 
in which n is the nuaiber of efmivalenta of el®ctrolyt® 
undergoing the change, and da is the change in activity 
experienced by the electrolyte trantferred. Sincei 
d y » - n? dl^  C^ 5) 
it follows that! 
for an actual cell with finite concentration dif­
ference®, eqmtion (^ 6) can be integrated over the concen­
tration gradient only if the variation of with activity 
(or concentration) is known,  ^method of calculation 
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used for this purpos® will t>© disotissedi in S«etion ?I. 
fh# ejcperira#ntal prooedur® Juit desoribed has be«n used 
widely for the d«tefWination of activity coefficients 
of ifleotrolytes for which th«r© ia no luitabl® electrode 
available which is reversible to the cation, 
B«fore electroMOtive force weaswefflents in concen­
tration calls with transferenc® cowld b« used for the 
deterwination of activity coafficienta^  it had to be 
ascertained whather the potantial daveloptd in tha con-
cantratlon calls dapendt only upon tha concantrations of 
the solutions in contact with th© alectrodas and la In-
dependant of the concentration gradients of the Junction 
between th® two aolutiona. Since this nathod was first 
usai C99)# in 1900, a»pla avidanca has baan prasantad 
to show that thasa conditions ara fulfilled. 
tuwiings and ©ilchrist (100) wara tha first to 
danionatrata that raproduclbla potentials could ba obtained 
providing the li<|uid Junction has a cross-eectlonal 
diaaatar of at least four williffletars. fhair work was 
later confiraad by Mtoclnnas and Farkar (101), and by Iiawls, 
Brixton and Sebastian (102), Maclnnes and his co-workers 
(56,103) .fully deraonstrated that tha potential developed 
between the two solutions is a function only of the solu­
tions in contact with the electrodes. Brown and Iteclnnes 
(103) were the first to deterraine activities by the use of 
« 2^ -
eoncentratlon e©lls with transference. Subsequently, aany 
©ther investigator® (6,10^ ,105) have extentively used 
Goneentration cells with transference to detemine 
activity coefficients, 
1. Freient Status of the fheories 
the ^ Onsager equation is regarded aa the best esttrapo-
lation law now available for conductance data. This law, 
which is valid only in dilute aolutiona, was derived using 
the assufflption that inter-ionic attractions and repulaiona 
are responsible for the deviations fro® ideal behavior. 
As yet no e:stension of the Cttisager equation to higher con­
centrations haa been aatiafactory. 
fhe Uebye-Buckel law, which is baaed upon the sMie 
ftindMental aaauraptlons as the Onsager law, is regarded 
as the beat theory yet developed to explain activities| 
however, it agrees with experinental data only at low 
concentrations. Attewpts to extend the law to higher 
concentrations have given limited iaprovement but 'have 
not been generally succeaaful. 
k liraiting law for transference nwbera can be 
obtained from the Onssger law. Although this IJjaiting 
law predicts the correct,transference nuabers for a few 
1-1 electrolytes, it falls completely for higher valence-
type electrolytes. In the concentration ranges generally 
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studied, frora about 0.01 nomal to appi*oxi®at@lf 0.1 noi*-^  
aal, the transferene# niabera for polf-^ valent ions ar« 
found to be linear funetions of th« square root of th# 
©oneentration, as predicted by the limiting law, but the 
experiwental slopes vary widely fr€» those predicted by 
theory. 
Regardless of this anomaly between conductances 
and transference nuraberSj activity coefficients obtained 
from cells with transference, which utiliie these "non-
theoretical" transference niaibers, are in accord with 
those predicted by the Debye-Huckel law, which in t«a?n, 
is based upon the sane premises as the Onsager law. 
It is hoped that this anowaly can be resolved when 
wore data becorae available for poly-valent electrolytes. 
. -
III. rnmntkm 
A* preparation of Salts 
ftie various rare earth salts eaployed in this investi­
gation wer® separated and purified by the rar® earth separa­
tion group of the Aaiaa lAboratori- of th« Atcwie Energy 
Coraaissiont und«r the direction of Dr. f. H. Spedding 
(106,107,108,109,110,111,112,113,11^ ). The purities of 
the various oxides used are given in fable I, In all 
aasea the oxides were purified further by a »lniM» of 
two precipitations froa an acid solution with doubly-
reerystallised oxalic aoid. Before preeipitation either 
Clg or BTg was added to the solution which was then boiled, 
fhe final oxalate precipitate was ignited to the oxide in 
platinuBs dishea. 
fhe rare earth broraide solutions were prepared as 
follows, fhe freshly ignited oxide was dlaaolved at room 
temperature in a sli^ tly insufficient quantity of redis­
tilled hydrobrowio acid. When the reaction was cowplete 
the undissolved oxide was filtered frow the solution, 
fhe frBr^  solution had to be boiled after filtration to 
refflove the bromine foraed by the reactions 
FrgO^ l * 22 HBr 6frBr3 II »20 • asrg . (4?) 
All solutions were diluted to a predeterrained volume with 
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fable I 
furltles of th®.Hare Earth ©xiits 
- - • " r - • 
Qxidie ?«rity* 
Neither thoriiM nor any other rar© 
earth detected. Slight traoe of 
ealoiia# detected prior to two aoid 
o»late precipitations, 
Neither thoritao nor any other rare 
earth detected. Slight trace of 
calcitira detected prior to two acid 
oxalate precipitations. 
Neither thoriiira nor any other rare 
earth detected. No oowon element 
detected• 
Iiess than O.lfl SragO^  detected. 
0,025 ± 0.00^  ftokO'i' detected by a 
new fluioreieiaetrio technifiie, 
About 0.0^  ®®2%# KOoO-a| 
about 0.2f& ietected. Mo ^ gO^  
detected, frace of calciua detected 
prior to two acid oxalate precipitations. 
kll analyiea, unless otherwise stated, were made by 
eaission apectrography. fhe liait of detection of 
the rare earths was about O.Ol to 0.03 per cent, fhat 
for the common elements was about 0.01 per cent. 
lAgO^  
NdgO^  
<^ 2^ 3 
S3?2®3 
. %6 . 
eonduetivity water and mm for botti th@ browlde 
and for the rar® ©arth oont«nt. In all tasea th® nuBito#r 
of tlie bromide and th© rar® earth «<iui¥al«nt» did not 
differ fro® «a®h other by Mor® than 0.0^ . pH valtt«s 
of th# rar® «arth browide solations varied trm 6.%0 for 
erbiua# broaide to 6,6§ for lanthanuai brotaid®, which was 
in agre@a®nt with the values obtained by previous in­
vestigator® (2,4,115), Rare earth analyses w®r@ wad® by 
precipitating the rare earth froa a hot solution a® the 
oxalate and igniting the oitalat® to th® oxid® at 900®©* 
Halide analyses wer® wade by pr«eipitating th® halid® 
with silver nitratej in daricened beakeri# and drying at 
IIOH, 
Sadolinittro ohlorid® solutions were prepared from th© 
anhydrous salt, fhe wethod used to obtain the anhydrous 
chloride was that deseribed by Spedding, forter. and 
Wright C%). In brief, the rare earth oxide was dissolved 
in an excess of redistilled hydroeshlorie aoid, After 
ehlorine had been bubbled through the solution to reuove 
any browide eontaaiination, the solution was boiled to 
remove excess ehlorine and evaporated to a thiek syrup, 
fhe syrup was transferred to a pyrex tube and heated, 
under vaouu®, in a water bath until the crystals appeared 
dry and flaky. The ci^ itals were then transferred to a 
long drying tube and slowly heated under a flowing 
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atmosphere of pur© dry hydrogen chloride to a final teai-
perature of 400°S. fo prevent the partially dehydrated 
orystals fro® melting, the teraperature was railed by 
stages, first to 60®, then to 90®, 120®, 150°, and finally 
to %00®C. fhe salt was kept at eaeh temperature until 
no Koisture ®ould be seen eondensing in the eold portion 
of the tube. After the final teraperature was reached, 
dry purified argon gas wa# passed over the salt until 
the exit gas ptve a neutral reaetion to pH paper. The 
salt was then eooled with the gas still passing over it. 
When at room teaperature# the anhydrous salt was trans­
ferred, in a dry at»o»phere, to a previoiMly dried and 
tared weighing bottle. After being weighed, the salt 
was dissolved, in a closed system, in a large volume of 
©onduotivity water. The solution was finalJ^  diluted 
to a predetermined volurae and analyzed. Both the chloride 
and the gadolinium analyses agreed within experimental 
error with the weighed-ln eoneentration. 
Several attempts were raade to prepare solutions of 
the anhydrous bromides by this raethod, Althou#i elear 
solutions eould be obtained, analyses of these solutions 
showed a defleieney of 'broolde ©ontent, indicating the 
fowation df a soluble basie ©r oai^ -broraide. These solu­
tions werevfound to have pH values fro» T*10 to ?,30, 
which also indisated the presenee of so®e basie salt. 
. %8 . 
fh« potassitiffl bro®Me, used in preliMinary trans-
ferene# niaber ©xptriaents, and for soaking the kg, AgBr 
@leetrod@s, was purified by a double reorystallisation 
fro» ©onduetivity wateri purified bromine was added 
before the first reorystallization and the solution , 
boiled to reaove any iodine eontamination, fhe salt was 
finally dried at I50®a. 
fotassiua chloride was purified aocordlng to the 
procedure of Plnohing and Bates (ll6). ilthium bromide 
was prepared fro» purified lithiuffl earbonate by the 
addition of redistilled hydrobroraic aeid to a solution 
of the carbonate until the pH reached a value of 6,6, 
fhe solution was then boiled to rewove all carbon dioxide. 
When eool, the solution was analyzedi the lithiua was 
weighed as lithluai sulfate, and the broraide as silver 
bromide, fhe results of the analyses indioated that 
both eonstituents were present in the proper stoiehio-
aetrie quantities, Lithium chloride was prepared in an 
analogous manner. 
Furified silver oxide, used in the preparation of 
silver, silver halide electrodes, was prepared by adding 
a dilute solution of carbonate-free sodiu® hydroxide to 
a dilute solution of reagent-gprade silver nitrate (117). 
The resulting precipitate was washed by decantation a 
ffliniau® of 40 tiwes with boiling conductivity water. 
. ^ 
fhe silver broiaate used to prepare soae of the iilv#r, 
silver broroide electrodes by the theraal ©ethod (118) 
was made by the reaction of silver nitrate with potasiiuM 
bronate. fhe salt was reerystalliaed twiee fro® con­
ductivity water and dried at 11O®0, 
III starting ®aterial» were the best corawerclally-
available reagent-grade chefflleala. fhe water uaed to 
prepare the ®alt« and the solution® had a speeifia eon-
duet ivity which was not greater than 0.9S x 10"^  mhos 
per centiaeter. 
B, Calibration of Slassware 
All flasks used to prepare the final iolutiont were 
recalibrated '*fyrex", KliBble "laax" or Simble "Noraax" 
brand voliMetric flasks. All pipettes used to raake 
dilutions were of alrailar quality. In no case did the 
recalibrationSj, aade at 25.0 t 0.1®C, indicate that the 
actual vol®ie of the glasiware varied froai the volwe 
stated by the Manufacturer toy wore than 0.01 per cent. 
C, Preparation of l^ re larth 
Halide Solution® 
Aliquots were taken frow the concentrated stock 
tolution to prepare all solutions above 0.01 no»al, All-
quots of these solutions were then taken for one-to-ten 
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dilutions to obtain solution® down to O.OOl H* This pro-
ees« was r#peat«d on the teoond mt of dilutions to obtain 
th« irery dilute aolutions. 411 dilution® mre »ade with 
the solutions at 25.0 t 0.1®C, 
3* Qemral Apparatus 
for all weighings, an Ainaworth Hmgnetloally-daaiped, 
notehed beaffi^  ohainoiiatie balance waa used. Th@ platinw 
plated weight® wer« of the high praeision. Class 8 t:^ pe, 
and were certifiad h-g the manufaeturar. 
k j^ etoan Modal § pH meter was used for pH aieasur®-
raents. the ealibratlon of the instrument was cheoked 
bafore aaeh waaauraaent with buffer solutions supplied 




fli© apparatus used for th® d®t#rffllnatlon of the ©on* 
duotane®® of the rare earth salts ineluded a Jones Con-
due tti'itf toridgej, an audiofret^ e^ney oscillator, a tuned 
audiofrequeney laplifier# a eathode-ray osoillograph* 
three eonduotivlty eells#^  and a constant-temperature 
oil bath. 
All of this etuipnent, with the exception of the 
oscillo^ aph and the constant-tewperature bath, was 
purchased frora the l^ eds and Korthrup Company, the con­
ductivity bridge (catalog numiber 4666), manufactwed in 
accordance with the specifications of Jones and hi® co­
worker® (33# 35# 37)* has been eoiapletely described by 
Bike (119). The oscillator and aaplifier (Leeds and 
Northrup catalog nwBbers 98^ 2 and 984?) also conformed 
to the recomendations of Jones. 
A ©uiBont type 208b five-inch cathode-ray oscillo­
graph was used as the null-point indicator, fhe use of 
this instrument J, instead of the standard ear-phones# 
neatly facilitated the detection of the null-point, 
which was a »inlw» in the aaplitude of the wave form 
projected on the oscillograph screen. 
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The constant-temperature bath* purchased from th® 
Arthur H» fhoaas Cowpan;^  {catalog niaber 9926-©), oain-
tained th® teaparature constant to within 0,02®e, fh« 
temperature was deterwinad by a themowatar calibrated 
in 0.01® divisionswhich had been certified b;^  tha 
national Bureau of standards. Alt maas'ttraraanta were 
taken with tha bath at 2§,00 t 0,02®C. A high grada 
of transforroar oil waa uaad as tha bath liquid, instead 
of watar, to reduce tha capacitanca affect# batwaan tha 
laada to the cell, 
fhraa conducti'ritsr calls (Laeds and Morthrup catalog 
nurobars 4911# 4914; and 4915) were usad for the low, 
wadiuii and high conductiviti' solutions, raspactiiral^ . 
tha alactrodas for aach call wara platiniisad by tha wathod 
of Jones and Bollinger (33)* Since farkar affects ware 
observed in tha raadiura and low conductivity cells, p?aphs 
of call constants against observed conductancai wara pre­
pared and used to daterroine th© correct call constant for 
tha particular conductance waasurad. Standard solutions 
of potasaiua chloride ware prepared to calibrate tha 
cells, and tha equivalent conductances daterwinad by 
Shadlovsiqr (42) were used as rafarancaa. 
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B. Proo«iur« 
The high eonduetivity eell was used for aolutions 
having a apecific eondwetanee of 0.003 whoa per eentiraeter 
or greaterI the aediuw eonduetivity cell was used for 
solutions between O.OOO3 and 0.003 who® per centimeter| 
and the low conductivity cell was used for solutions 
below 0.0003 rahos per eentlaeter in speeifio eonduotance. 
Before being filled, eaoh cell was rinsed at least three 
tiises with the solution to be measured. After a eell 
was imersed in the constant temperature bath and allowed 
to reaeh thermal etwilibriu® with the bath, the null-
point was deteiTOined by varying the resistances of th© 
J^ ones bridge until the oscillograph indicated no flow of 
current, fhe capacitance effects were also nulled with 
the bridge. CTsing fresh solution, each aieasurewent was 
repeated I these duplicate deterrainations ap'eed with 
each other to well within O.l per cent. A correction 
for the conductance of the solvent was applied by sub­
tracting the specific conductance of the water frow the 
specific conductance of the solution. 
e. Data and Calculations 
Data obtained from the Jones bridge were read in 
ohffls. therefore the following equations were used to 
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emlculate the ipeoifie oonductancee and the equivalent 
eonduetan®©# of the solutionst 
I-B = (VR) - %gO ' (*8) 
and 
A . lOOOlg/o = (lOOO/o) /Jk/n) - Lggojr , (49) 
in whioh i« the sp«oifie eonduotanee of the solution 
du© onlf to th« solutef te is the eell constant! 1 is 
the Measured resiatane® of the solution in ohwi and 
i® the speoifie resistance of the water used to 
prepare the solution. 
fhe equivalent eonductances of lanthania, praseo-
dfsiiuisf gadoliniw, and erhivun bronidet^  and 
of gadolinium ehloride are listed in fables II through 
HI resp#otivel:r. the data listed are the averages of 
at least two duplieate deterrainations. Graphs of these 
data are shown in figures 1 and 2. fhe ordinates of 
these figures are staggered in order to separate the 
various curves, fhe curves for the lanthanuro, praseo-
dynimn and neod|rmiisn bronides are identical within 
eacperiwental error. 
Values of the equivalent conductances at infinite 
dilution were obtained bf extrapolation using the Onsager 
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fabl© II 
KHJivalerit CSootoct&nees^ of Lanthaniffli 
Brc»i(Se at 25®G 
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fatole III 
IquiTaleni; Conductanoes of praseodpiliffl 
Bromide at 25®C 
Molality l<iuiiral«nt Conductance 














Equivalent Coniwtaneei of Neodiroit® 
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Table IT 
Bqyilvalent Gonduetmmm of Sadollaima 
BroMl^ Se at 25®G 
















iQUiiralerit Conductanees of irbiuw 
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SUlorli® St t5®0 
Morwalitf iQuivalent eoodmctane© 
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lisilting law. For aqueous solutions of 3<-X @leoti>olytes 
at 25®G, thi® law tias tiie forrai 
•A * -A Q - C3.3158 * 170.25) , (50) 
in which 
o.T5ooyLycA^  ^ 2 Ai) ^ ^ 
Y «  ^ ® . (51) 
1 *h.7300 A^ (A^  • 2^ 0) 
In all ealoulation®^  the mluei of the numerical con­
stants used are thos® listed in the appendix, fhe liwit-
ing ionie ©onduetanee, of th© ohloride ion was taken 
t© toe'76,3^  »ho@/ew./eQuiv., and that of the bromide ion 
to be 78.15 iiho®/ew,/equi¥. fh© first value was the 
average obtained for th© chloride ion in hydrochloric 
acid i^ 2fl20)g lithiuii chlorid© (^ 2^ ,121), sodium chloride 
(122,123), and potaasiia chloride (122,123), The value 
for-browide ion was obtained by averaging th# values of 
the equivalent conductance at infinite dilution of potai-siuro 
brofflide aa determined by various investi^ tors (2,11,124) 
and by subtracting frora that average the value of the 
ionic conductance at infinite dilution of the potassiura 
ion (10,125,126,127#128), 
fhe extrapolation was »ade by calculating a j\.q 
value for each experiaentally-determined A value using 
a fflethod of successive approximtions. fhe prime is used • 
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to differentiate tls«s© ealeulsted values from the true 
value. Sine® th® Onsager equation becoMes valid as 
the eoneentration is redueed# th««e values should 
approach the tru® valu« of J[q m the concentration 
approaches 2«ro. Since the true yl© ® constant for 
the talt, the values of Jil ahould be constant in the 
range of conctntrationa in which the Onsager law is 
applicable and a curve of th®8« values should have aero 
slope at the axis of aero concentration# intercepting 
the ordinate at the true J\q value." These extrapolation 
curves are shown in figures 3 and The ordinate® of 
these figures are staggered in order to separate the 
various curvet. The resulting values of _Ao listed 
in Table ?II1 along with the cation conductances at 
infinite dilution, obtained by the following equationj 
Ao = M * A! • (52) 
D. liscussion and Conclusions 
Recently, the conductance! of several rare earth 
chlorides in aqueous solutions at 25.0°C have been deter­
mined with precision (2,34,4). itecause of the additivity 
of ionic conductances at infinite dilution, there should 
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fable Till 
Conduetana©0 at Inttnlt® Piltition of So»e Rare 
larth Halides ani ©f Their Cations 
Salt YL-o 2^  
1%7.6 69.5 
frBr3 147.6 69.5 
Ndlrj 147.6 69.5 
145.6 67.4 
IrBr^  144.0 65.9 
mci^  143.7 67.3 
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equlmX®nt between the equivalent conductance® at infinite 
dilution of the chloride and of the bromide of the same 
rare earth. Within experimental error, this constant 
difference wa® obtained with all but one cation, fhia 
difference is illustrated in Fi®ire 5# in which the 
value® of j\_Q for the rare earth halldes have been 
plotted against their respective atowic numbers, fhe 
onlf exception to this constant difference is neodfaiiw. 
However, two separate sets of neodywiura broroide solu­
tions were measured, and their extrapolated values agreed 
exactly with each other, fhus it is felt that the value 
of the equivalent conductance at infinite dilution of 
neodywiuffi bromide, which is reported in this thesis, is 
correct, 
In 1937# Jantsch, ©rabitsch and iischka (129) studied 
the conductances of several rare earth halldes, including 
gadoliniuTO chloride and gadoliniiffl broralde, fhey used 
pure rare earth samples and followed the procedure of 
Kohlrausch (9) for neasuring conductances. Above O.Ol 
normal, their data for both of the gadolinluro halldes are 
slightly higher than the data reported in this sectionf 
below 0.01 noMial, their data are slightly -lower. In 
addition, their data on these i^ doliniOT halldes do not 
appear to be self-consistent. Although their conductances 
of pidolinitw bromide are higher than those of gadollniura 
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©liloriie in eonsentrated solutions as would be expected, 
theii* broffllde data are lower than those of the chloride 
in dilute solution®. In view of the close correlation of 
the conductance data reported here with that of Jones and 
Bickford (2), of liongsworth and Maclnnes (3)# and of 
Speddingj, porter and Wright (4), it is believed that 
these fflore recent data are the wore accurate. 
fhe data reported in this thesis indicate that the 
Onsager limiting law is obeyed for all salts studied up 
to a concentration of approxiiaately 0.001 normal, this is 
illustrated by the flat portion of the extrapolation curves 
in Figures 3 and 
Although there is a regular decrease in atowie radius 
fro® lanthanura through lutetium, which would imply an 
increase in conductance with increasing atomic number, 
such is not the case. Instead, the conductances reraain 
constant between lanthanum and neodyraiura, and then decrease 
with the heavier elements, this decrease with the heavier 
rare earths indicates that the hydration of the ions 
plays a predoainent role in deter»ining their mobilities 
and conductivities, fhis is known to be true in the case 
of th© alkali wetal ions, 
fhe sirailarlty of the equivalent conductances of the 
first few merobers of the rare earth fiuiiily may be inter­
preted, in view of the apparent iraportance of hydration. 
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m follows. As the ion heoowes larger with dtoreasing 
atorais n»b®r, a seeond coordination nwober way becorae 
poisibl®, so that an equilibriua is established between 
the two types of hydrated ions. A erystallographie study 
of lanthanum sulfate enne&hydrate (130) indicated that 
lanthantffl has two coordination nurabers for oxygen* namely 
nine and twelve| a prelirainary study, still in progress, 
of neodyraiuai sulfate octahydrate (131) indicates that 
neodymiuiB has only one such coordination number, pre-
si^ ably nine. As a change in the coordination nunber 
would undoubtedly change the effective radius of the 
hydrated ion, it is possible that this effect on lanthanura 
reduces the conductances of lanthanum solutions to that 
of neodyrai«®» It is also possible that this same effect 
lowers the conductances of praseodyraiua solutions, 
fhe limits of error of the conductance data presented 
in this thesis were set by the accuracy of analyses of 
the solutions, fhe teaperature control was adequate for 
an accuracy in conductance raeasureraents of within O.l per 
cent. The errors in measuring the resistances of the 
cells and in calibrating the cells were estiraated to be 
below 0.05 per cent, while the error of analyses of the 
solutions was believed to be less than O.l per cent. 
"" fS * 
V. TlAMSreMNCl OTMBERS 
A, Apparatus 
for the deterroinatiori of transference nuwbers by the 
woving boundary method, the aheared boundary technique was 
used, fhe apparatus required for this method consisted oft 
1) an electrolytic cell, a tiaing device, 3) a device 
for observing and following the boundary forwed between 
the leading and the following solution, 4) a constant 
temperature bath, and 5) a constant-current apparatus. 
With the exception of the current controller, all of the 
apparatus used was identical with that enployed and des­
cribed by Spedding, Porter and Wright (5). 
Pictures of the electrolytic ©ell are shown in Figures 
6 and 7. fhe cell consisted of a hollow-bore stopcock 
connected at the end-opening to the anode c^ iopartaent, 
and at the center-opening to the neasuring tube, fhe 
cathode corapartroent was connected to the lower end of 
the weasuring tube, fhe »easuring tube was a two-
iBilliliter pipette graduated in 0.1 ml. intervals, which 
had been calibrated with wercury by the raethod of Longs-
worth (89). The anode coapartiient was equipped with a 
standard-taper Joint to fit the one of the cadroi^  wetal 
electrode, with an electrode cup, and with an overflow 
tube which could be closed by a stopcock, fhe cup was 
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Figure 6 - Vmsmmhl^  ^aofing 
eleetroli'tia cell. 
- ?% 
flgttr® 7 - Assembled moving boiandary 
©leetrol^ Ftie o@il. 
•  re ­
used to eontain the produets forwed by the eleetrolysl®, 
thua preventing the® fro® reaehing the measwing tube, 
fhe eathode eowpartraent was iirailarly equipped with the 
exoeption that a sllver-iilver halide electrode was sub­
stituted for the oadBiiuffl electrode, fhis oell^  in which 
the anode oompartaent wa» #lot®d to the atmoaphere during 
a deterrainationj> was designed for Measuring falling 
boundaries. 
fhe silver, silver halide eleotrodes were purchased 
fro® the llett Manufacturing Company, fhey consisted of 
a sraooth silver raetal sheet wound around a central hollow 
silver tube, with corrugated silver sheet separating the 
various layers of siiooth silver, fhe central silver tube 
was about 15 inches long, and was sealed txirou^ i a stand­
ard-taper glass Joint. Silver chloride or silver bromide 
was deposited electrolytically froo a one norraal solution 
of the corresponding halogen acid, fhe silver, silver 
browide electrode was used with bromide solutions, and 
the silver, silver chloride electrode with chloride solu­
tions, It was found necessary to broraidize the silver, 
silver bromide electrode before each detemination, pro­
bably because of the photo-sensitivity of the silver 
bromide. 
Two stopwatches, mounted on the side of a box with 
a pivoted lid, were used to tiae the boundary between 
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calibration# on the Measuring tube, fhe lid of the box 
extended o¥«r ttie orowns of the watohes and rested on 
ttiMf so tbat the watebd® oould b@ started or stopped 
by pressing down on the lid. these watohes were cheeked 
on a "Watchwaster" Manufactured by American fisae products# 
Incorporated and were found to be accurate to within 
fiv» seconds over a 84-hour period. 
fh« position of the boundary was obserwd by raalcing 
us® of th# diff«renc«s in indices of refraction between 
the two solutions fowing the boundary, Iiight striking 
this interface between the solutions is deviated in 
accordance with Swell's law. At a critical angle of 
incidence, the deviated beaa leaves the measuring tube 
parallel to the boundary surface| refraction does not 
occur above this angle and the beaa is reflected, thus 
if a narrow light source is placed so that all the light 
falling on the boundary comes fron below the boundary 
surface, there is a narrow angle on the opposite side 
of the tube into which light is neither reflected nor 
refracted. 
the apparatus used for observing the boundary is 
Illustrated in figure 8. fhe light source was a 50-watt 
light bulb nounted in a box which was suspended by a 
flexible wire fron the shaft of a raotor. The light 
passed through a two-centi»eter-wide slit covered by a 
ELECTRODE CHAMBER 
ELECTRODE 
MOTOR AND CABLE DRUM GROUND GLASS JOINT BRASS aAMP 
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Figure 8 - JkppBm.tu9 for deteCTiliiation of transferene® 
niwbers. 
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pane of froated glass on one side of th® box. fhe height 
of the box oouM be adjusted by mean# of th« reversible 
motor, the controls of which w«r@ situated within easy 
reach of the operator, 'fh® tel«»cop© waa focused on th© 
center of the measuring tube, fhe vertical position 
of the telescope, as well as that of the light source, 
could be varied to follow the boundary. 
fhe water bath was a large aquartuw-type glass-
sided bath, which maintained the temperature at 
25.00 t 0.05®C, 
fhe current through the eell was measured by deter-
rolning the potential drop across a standard resistor 
placed in series with the cell. A lubicon fype B High 
Precision potentioweter. In series with an automatic 
Brown recording potentiometer, was placed across this 
resistor. All but five to ten millivolts of the potential 
drop were balanced by the Hubicon potentloaeter} the 
reaiaining voltage was continuously recorded on the chart 
of the Brown potentioraeter. 
The constant-current apparatus was designed by A, A. 
Read and his colleagues at the Ilectronics Shop of the 
Ames laboratory of the Atomic Inergy ^ cwiission, A cir­
cuit diagram of the controller is shown in figure 9. Dur­
ing a deterwination, the total resistance in the cell in­
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solutionI this tended to deoresse the eurrent, which 
produeed a negative signal at the input to the direct-
current aiBplifler. fhe arapllfier then provided a posi­
tive output signal whieh was eoupled through a dropping 
batters to the grid of the 6B1»T series tube. BY cathode 
follower action this reduced the Magnitude of the negative 
signkl at the input of the direct-current araplifierj, 
tending to nullify the change in current. Without infinite 
gain, however, the original nep^ tive signal could not be 
completely cancelled^  although the a®iplifier gain in the 
present fysteii was sufficient to reduce the current varia­
tion for the type of cells used to approximately 0.0% per 
cent for extreme conditione of u#e, fhe continuous record 
of the current provided by the Brown potentioweter reduced 
the error of a knowledge of the total current to les® than 
0.02 per cent, 
B. Procedure 
Before determining a transference nwber, the trans­
ference cell was ©leaned with a detergent, or with acid 
cleaning solution, and thoroughly rinsed with distilled 
water. The hollow-bore plug and stopcock were carefully 
dried and gently heated. While still warm, the plug was 
coated with a silicone stopcock lubricant and inserted. 
With the plug turned to the open position, the cathode 
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coBipatrtwent ami- Measuring tube w©re rlnaei at l«att thre® 
tii8«« with th« leaiiiig aolwtion, fhe corapartnent was 
filled to the l@wl of th# stopeock, the stopcock closed, 
and th« r«®t of the eoffipartmiint filled, fhe electrode 
Cttp and the silver, silver halid# electrode were rinsed 
several tiaes with the leading solution and placed in 
the eowpartaent. After the electrode waa in place (with 
a sroall aiaount of silicone please placed around the upper 
half of the standard taper to help seal the sfstera), the 
stopcock on the overflow tube was closed. The anode 
eoapartwent was then rimed several tiroes with water, and 
at leait three times with the correct concentration of 
the lithiuffl halide following solution. Care was taken 
not to trap any air in the stopcock while the corapartaient 
was being filled, fhe electrode cup and cadraiuua anode 
were thoroughly rinsed and placed in position, fhe over­
flow tube wa» closed and the outside of the cell was 
washed aeveral times with distilled water to remove any 
electrolyte which might cause a short to develop between 
the electrodes and the water bath. 
fhe filled cell was placed in the water bath main­
tained at 25.00 ^  0.05®CJ| the cell was so placed that 
the weaauring tube waa in line with the light source and 
the telescope, fhe cell was checked for electrical leak® 
with a vacuiMi tube test meter. After first balancing the 
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Hubieon pot®ntioraeter against a standard eell, the leads 
froffl the eon«tant ewrrent apparatus were connected to the 
proper electrode®j the stopcock waa opened to form the 
tooundai^ , and the current wa» turned on. The current 
wa» adjusted to auch a mlue that the time required for 
the boundary to pats frora one sark to the next was between 
200 and 300 seconds. No extra tiwe was allotted for the 
cell to reach thermal equilibriiM with the bath, since'a 
niniwjm of 40 Minutes was required from the tirae the cell 
was placed in the bath until the tine the boundar;^  passed 
the first aark on the measuring tube. 
fhe transference number of the rare earth solution 
to be determined was first estiaated frora. transference 
nufflbers previous If- dete»ined. fhen, by use of the 
Kohlrausch ratio (equation (18}an indicator solution 
of the proper concentration was prepared. If the observed 
transference nisBber differed fr<» the estimated value by 
raore than three per cent, a new indicator solution was 
prepared# based upon the observed transference niMaber, 
and the transference niawber was redetermined, fhis pro­
cess was repeated until the proper correlation between 
the estimated and the observed transference numbers was 
obtained. 
The transference niarabers of lithiiM chloride have 
been detewined previou8l3r bf Longsworth (89), and his 
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data were used for tli® ©oaputatlon of the Indioator solu­
tion oonoentration of that salt, Howdireri no direot 
detenainatlon of_ th© transf«rene® numbers of lithiu® 
brofflid# has been reported., therefore these transference 
nyaabers were oaloulated frow the data of I^ ngsworth on 
the transference nuiabers of pota«»iu« bromide (132) and 
lithiiffl chloride {$9)9 and frow the conductance data of 
these »a»e salt» by several investigators (11,42,121,1215). 
These data, e:xtrapolated to the lifted concentrations, and 
the calculated cation transference nuiRbers of lithiuai 
broraide are given in fable K. In view of the cloee cor­
relation of the properties of alkali halides to theory, 
it is believed that these calculated transference numbera 
are in error by not wore than five per cent, which is 
within the regulating range of the Kohlrauieh ratio, 4s 
a check upon these values, the cation transference nuB-
bers of potassitnw bromide were determined at different 
concentrations, the values obtained agreed within eatperi-
iiental error with those previously obtained by liongsworth 
(132), who used the autogenic boundary raethod. 
to correct for the volwaie changes during the deter­
mination, the values of the partial »olal voluwes of the 
rare earth salts are required, these data were computed 




Data i^ sedl for the Galeulation of tiie fransfer®n.e# 
lltaib«rs of Wthiw® Bromide 
Salt ?rop«rt|f Soncentratlon 
(equivalent® per liter) 
0«01 0.02 0.05 Q»10 
mr f4 0.^ 833 O.W32 0.4831 0.4833 
f. 0.5167 0.5168 0.5169 0,5167 
A 143.43 140.48 135.68 131.39 
A. 74,11 72.60 70.12 67.89 
1,101 0.3289 0.3261 0.3211 0.3168 
 ^ 107.3t 104.65 100.11 95.86 
35.30 34.13 32.15 30.3T 
MBr  ^ 109.41 106,73 102.27 98.26 
0.3226 0.3198 0.3144 0.3091 
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C. Bata and Galoulations 
fhe cation transference nurobers of lanthanuffl, praaeo-
d:piiun« neodfnium, gadolinium, and erbitm bromides, and 
of gadoliniw® chloride were determined in the approximate 
concentration range of 0*01 to 0*10 normal, fhe indis-
tinctnesa of the boundary in dilute solutions prevented 
the obtaining of data on concentrations rauch below 0.01 
normal, the data obtained are presented in fables X 
through W, and in Figures 10 and 11, fhe ordinate® in 
these figures are staggered in order to separate the 
various curves. 
fhe voluwe corrections were laade according to the 
method of I^ wis (88). fhe aolar volume of cadmiuiB was 
taken to be 13,0 »1, (133)i and the partial wolal voliwaes 
of cadwiiffli bromide (132) and of oadraiun chloride (132) 
were taken asi 
C^dBr2 * 33.3 • 18.9 , (53) 
and 
'^oacia " ^3.24 . 8.82 . (3*) 
fhe densities of all of the rare earth halide solu* 
tions investigated were found to be linear functions of 
the concentration, within the range studied, and were 
fitted to equations of the typei 
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fable X 
eation frar»sf«renee Nwwbers for lArithanmn 
Broraii# at 25®C 
NomalitF folurae Solvent 
Observed Awrag# C5orif@etioiik Correct loii 0ori»@et@i 
0.10*1 0.%33l 0.432? -0.0007 0.0000 .*320 
0.4326 
0.4323 
0.07434 0.4375 0.4374 -0.0005 O.OOOl .4370 
0.437a 
0.05947 0.4407 0.4408 *0.0004 0.0001 .4405 
0.4408 
0.02974 0.4481 0.4481 -0.0002 0.0001 .4480 
0.01487 0.4535 0.453€ -O.OOOl 0.0002 ,4537 
0.4536 
0.01041 0.4561 0.4561 -O.OOOl 0.0003 .4563 
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fable K 
Cation ©panafertfiee Wuabers of fraseodywlua 
at 25®0 
Molality folwe Solvent £4 
Obatrvti AvWag® CoiPfeetlon eorreotion Correeted 
0.1057 0.4319 0.%319 -0.0009 0.0000 0.%310 
0.09059 0.4336 0.4337 -0.0008 0.0000 0.4329 
0.4338 
O.O6O39 0.4407 0.4407 -0.0005 0.0001 0.4403 
0.03020 0.4488 0.4489 -0.0002 0.0001 0.4488 
0.4490 
0.01510 0.4550 0.4550 -0.0001 0.0003 0.4552 
0,009059 0.4589 0.4586 -o.oool 0.0003 0.4588 
0.4584 
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fable XII 
Cation fransfei»en©e Ntiabers of N©odi;pBlum 
at 25®0 
Noraality foliKH® solvent 
ObMrved AviFage Correetlon Correction Corrected 
0.09%99 0.43%8 -0.0009 0.0000 0,^ 339 
0.4352 
0.0712% 0.%393 0.^ 393 -0.0006 O.OOOl 0.^ 388 
0.04T50 0,%%50 0.%450 -0.000% 0.0001 0.%4%7 
0.%%%9 
0.02395 0A512 0.%512 -0.0002 O.OOOl 0.%511 
0.009%99 0.%606 0.%60% -0.0001 0.0003 0.%606 
0.%602 
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fabl© nil 
0ati0fi fi»anifeif«n4e of ©adolinliw 
BroMiae at-
MQrn&im it Hi Solvent  ^
Ofe8«rr$d Average Oorreetion 0orr«0tlon 0orre«it®<i 
0.1018 0,42T3 0.4178 -0.0009 O.OOOO 0.4269 
0.4383 
0.07633 0.4336 0.4333 -0.0006 0.0000 0.4327 
0.4330 
0.05089 0.4391 0.4391 -0.0004 0.0000 0.4387 
0.02544 0.4488 0.4485 -0.0002 O.OOOl 0,4484 
0.4480 
0,4486 
0,01272 0.4542 0.4542 -0.0001 0.0002 0.4543 





Cation frmsf&mnm KiMbers of 
Bromli# at 25 C 
Moraality ¥oluffle Sol^ tnt f* 
Obiirved Av@r&ge gorr#eti©n ^ ©rreetion ©orr#et#d 
0.1104 0.4114 0.4113 -0.0010 0.0000 
0.4112 
0.4103 
0.08278 0.4163 0.4163 -O.OOOT O.OOOO 0.4156 
0.05519 0.4238 0.4238 -0.0005 o.oool 0.4234 
0,4238 
0.02759 0.4328 0.4328 -0.0002 0.0001 0.432? 
0,01380 0.4398 0.4398 -0.0001 0,0003 0.4400 
s 
0.01104 0.4405 0.4405 -0,0001 0.0003 0.4407 
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fable If 
Cation fransf«ren@e Numbers of ete.<iolinlii» 
Ghloridi® at 23H 
Normality 2i Si Vol«ia® Solvent 
0ba#rve(l Av»ras© Correction Correction gorreeted 
0.1051 OA32I 0.^ 319 -0.0004 0.0000 0.4315 
0.4317 
0.08m 0.4369 0.4369 -0.000s 0.CX)00 0.4366 
0.05839 0,4412 0.4416 -O-OOOa O.OOOl 0,4415 
0.4420 
0.03503 0.4488 0.4488 -0.0001 0.0001 0.4488 
0.02335 0.4532 0.4532 -0.0001 0.0001 0.4532 



































figure 10 - Cation %vm»t&vmm nwabers of Ian* 



































figure li - Smtion %rarisfer®ne« niaBbers of gaflo-
liniuji and eftoiiffl brotaidids andi of 
gadoliniuw ehlorlde at 25®e. 
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/3 A 0.99T07 * M , (55) 
where A is an experiwentallf dettraiintd constant. flies© 
#quations ar# shown in Tahle Wt» along with the partial 
molal volTOes of the salts, oaleulated froB the expressiont 
 ^. » ' lOOOUpMm) ^ • 06) 
<$w) 
in whieh M is the fflolecwlar weight of the aalt. for the 
volurae eorreetion, the I8©larit3r was substituted for the 
iDolaliti', sinoe the smll difference between thea® two 
quantitie® did not affeot the oorreetion. 
fhe lolvent eorreotion was oaleulatei using the 
value® of the 'eonduetanoes of the various solution® which 
are reported in fables tl throu^  ?II. 
A tjrpioal set of data ia shown in fable Xfll. Jn 
order to ainiaiae the errors in tiwing, a winiaiuro of eight 
individual readings were auamed, as is illustrated before 
an individual transference nurober was ealsulated. fhe 
values reported in fables X through W are the result of 
averaging at least 20 suoh oaloulations. 
Sinee it appeared that there was a linear relation­
ship between the transference numbers and the square 
root of the concentration, the data were subjected to a 
least square® analysis (13^ )* fhe straight lines in 
Figures 10 and 11 are these least squares lines, fhe 
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fatjl® Xfl 
Dens it let and fartial Molal foltwies ©f Sow® 
Rar« ispth ialides at 25 6 
Salt ©ensity Iqmatlon fartlal Wolal Voluae 
IiaBr3 P' 0.99T07 •#> 0.3*71 e 31.60 
frBrj P' 0.99707 4 0.3525 C 28,25 
MdBrjj ^ » 0.99707 • 0.3572 C 26.95 • 
GdBrj 0.99707 # 0.3723 C 2%. 42 
0.99707 •* 0.38*5 0 22.52 
QdCl3 yO • 0.99707 • 0.249* C 13.90 
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equations so ototained are list^ i in fablt Will* ^ along 
with similar ®xpres»ions for the rar# earth ©hlorii# •trans* 
f®r®n00- nurahers previously reportdd fey Speeding, Forter 
and Wright (5)• It should b« pointed out that th« in­
tercepts of the»« equations are not n@c«»«arily the true 
liwiting transfer«n©« nwMrSj, sine® thes® equation# ar® 
valid only-iri-the eoneentration range investigated, the 
liwiting transfe^ rence mjwh®r», detawinad fron the eon-
ductanee data in Tahle Till# art also listed in th© tatol®. 
l. Discussion and CJoncluaions 
fh® transferanoe nufflb@rs of lanthanu®, praseodywium, 
and neodywiuai broaides war© found to b« extremely eloae 
together J thia similarity was to be ejtp®ot«d in vi®w of 
th® similar nature of th@ir equivalent oonductances» fhia 
same resemblance was observed in the ease of the chlorides 
of these same elements (5). 
fhe data in fable XTOI show that the slopes of the 
transference number versus concentration curves are fairly 
constant for the first.three rare earths listed, fhe 
slopes for the last two rare earth broaides are slii^ tly 
higher. A similar trend is predicted from the theoretical 
limiting law (equation (9))» although the theoretical and 
experimental slopes are quite different in magnitude, 
fhis difference between theory and experiment for rare 
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fabl« mil 
S'*w®ary of Bsta on fransfererice lOTtoeFS 
Salt* Iieast-SQmres Mn» SCf©)** 
1^ 3 m 0.4672 •mm O.UO MI 0.4707 «0.558 
PrBr^  m 0.4697 « 0..120 0A707 «0.558 
HdBrj X 0.4689 0.113 0.4707 -0.558 
<ldBr3 ^4. m 0.4689 - 0,132 HI 0.4632 -0.581 
irBrj 4^ 3 0.4555 0.137 0.4573 -0.599 
IACI3 f+ a 0.4730 « 0.108 NI 0.4775 -0.550 
FrCl3 c 0.4753 0.114 0,4772 -0.551 
Ndei3 m 0,4744 . 0.112 0.479t -0,545 
QdClj f* a 0.4737 - 0,131 0.4687 -0.577 
lrC?l3 f4 * 0.4600 - 0.118 ifi 0.4638 -0.591 
 ^With the exception of ideij, all of the ©hlorldes listed 
ai»© froa the data of gpeddlng, foi*t»r and Wright (5). 
••s(fo) • theoretical slop® as aal@«lat«d frow efquatlon (9). 
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earth halite tran«fer«n®0 ntaabers wae first reported by 
Iiongsworth and Maelnnes (3) and wii.® oonfir«ed by SpeMlng, 
forter and Wright (5)» fhe data from this present work 
fiirther oonfiMis this diterepancy. 
fh©r« i« also oloa© agreeiient b#tw«@n the slopes of 
the trarisf®r«ne@ nuiibsr mwm between th® bromide and 
chloride of eaoh eation, with th« brcwid« slope b«ing 
slightly higher. Erbi«» appears to be an exoeption-
This similarity of slopes indioates that, exoept for 
the higher aobility of the broraide ion over that of the 
ohloride ion, th® inflmenoe of these anions upon the 
rare earth eation is relatively the saae. 
Sinee transferenee numbers for only five or six 
different ©oneentrations of eaah salt were determined, a 
statistioal analysis of this liraited number of data is 
not strictly valid. However it is noticeable that the 
iotereepts of the least squares lines are quite olose 
to the liwiting transferenee numbers as calculated 
frora eonduetanae data* 
the limits of error of these transferenee nwber 
raeasurewents are estiaated to be within 0.1 per eent. 
fhe voluise .of the measuring tube a.nd the absolute value 
of the current were known to within 0.05 per eent, while 
the limits of error in the analyses of the solutions are 
100 « 
within pes» cent. Suplioate i@t«winati0n# of a 
transference nuraber varl@<l on an average of 0»06 p@r 
mn%. 
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HI, kmrnvst ooiwiciENts 
A. Apparatus 
f©r the i«tei»ffiitiation of th# eleatroTOtiv® foro© of 
ooneentration eells with tranaf«i?®no@, . the following 
©<luipiB@nt was usedi a pot«ntiOBi©t»r, a galvanometer, 
staniari eells, a eonstant temperature bath, suitable 
ooneantration eells, and silver, silver halid® electrodes, 
A lubioon fi'pe B High ?r@oision potentiowatar was 
twploired for waasuring the potentials davelopad in the 
etlls. Xt was eheekad at intervals during th© measure-
iaents against Ipplf-ti^ p# standard cell whish had b®an 
calibrated bf th« National Bureau of Standards, k Leeds 
and northrup ti'P® 1 galvanoraeter (catalog nuaber 2430-d) 
with a sensitivity ©f 0.00042 wioroawperes per iiiilli®et©r 
of soalo defleetion was used as th® null-point indicator. 
The constant tefflpemture bath was identical with that 
used for eonduotanse weasureaents fsee section IV, Fart A), 
except that water was used as the bath liquid, fhe bath 
was maintained at a tewperature of 25.00 • O.O2<^ 0, 
fhe cells and electrodes were of the sarae design as 
those used hy Spedding, forter and' Wright (6). Each cell 
had two coiupartraents, both of which were fitted with two 
standard taper glass Joints to hold the electrodes, fhe 
coapart«ent8 were Joined bi^  means of a hollow-bore 
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stopcook, with a trap between on# eoap&rtwant and the 
stopeoek to prevent rapid diffusion b®tw@en the two solu­
tions. Wh«n used with broraide solutions th« exteriors 
of th© eells were painted blaek. A piotur# of the 
assembled ©ell and of its oooponent parts i» shown in 
figure 12. 
B. prooedure 
Silver, silver bromide electrodes were used with 
the rare earth bromide solutions| silver, silver ehloride 
eleetrodes were employed with the ©hloride solution®. 
the silver, silver chloride electrodes were prepared 
by the themal-electrolytic method as described by Smith 
and Taylor (135). the platintM wire spirals, sealed into 
the ends of pyrex tubes containing lt/30 raale standard 
taper Joints, were cleaned by alternately heating to a 
red heat in a flane and plunging into a boiling nitric 
acid solution. After cleaning, the spirals were rinsed 
in conductivity water and coated with a paste of puri­
fied silver oxide, fhes# coated electrodes were heated 
to 400®C for about four hours to decompose the oxide to 
metallic silver, the coating with oxide and heating were 
repeated until the platinum was completely covered, fhese 
silver electrodes were electrolyssed in a one normal solu­
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©leetrode a® the ©athode# for 45 minutes with a current 
of eight williaBip«r@s per anod#. 
After «l#etrolysis, the el«otrodes wtre rinsed 
a@v®ral tl»®8 with aonduotivity water to remov# all traees 
of th« aoid. fh»f wer$ then eonnected in parallel to 
«aeh other with oopp«r wire, and soaked in a 0,1 norraal 
solution of potassiuw chloride for at least 24 hours in 
order to reraov« strains in th® silver and to some to a 
©offlnon potential. 
Silver, silver toroaid® electrodes wert prepared toy 
the above method and also by the thermal raethod desoribed 
by Keston (118). fhe theraal »«thod consisted of coating 
the platinww spirals with a paste eonsisting of 90 per 
eent silver oxide and 10 per oent silver broraate, and 
heating the eleetrodes to 600®e for eight minutes, to 
reduce the raixture to silver and silver bromide, fhe 
coating and heating were repeated several tiwes to com­
pletely cover the platinum, finally the electrodes, 
connected to each other by copper wire, were soaked in 
a 0,1 nornal solution of potassii® brcwnide for at least 
five days before they reached a constant potential, fhe 
silver, silver browide electrodes were protected from 
light while they were soaking. Since no differences 
were detected in the behavior of the bromide electrodes 
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as pptpared bf" thie two aethod®, both ti'pes were used 
J,nt«pehang«ablf. 
f^or# b«ing us«i in th# rar® earth halide solu­
tion®, th« eleotrodes w«re soalwd for one hour in oon-
dueti¥itf wat»rji followed b^  two one-hour soakings in 
the proper rara ®arth halid® solution before toeing plaoed 
in the oell. 
With the stopeoek in the open position, the oell 
oowpartnent oonneeted to'the oenter opening of the stop-
eoek wa# rinsed and filled with the more dilute solution, 
fh# stopeook was elosed and the seeond ©owpartraent was 
rinsed and filled with the »ore eonoentrated solution, 
After the eleotrodes were plaoed in their proper oon-
partraents, the sell was placed in the water bath. 4 
period of one hour was allotted for the cell to attain 
themal etwHibritMB with the bath. After this equili­
bration period the stopcock was opened and the potentials 
were roeasured. Itoe potentials were found to be constant 
within experifflental error for several hours after the 
stopcock wa# opened, lo grease was used on the stop­
cock plugj the ©pound-glass Joint was sufficiently tight 
so that diffusion was not observed to have occurred dur­
ing the ther»al equilibration period. 
In order to elininate the effects of the slight dif­
ferences in potential araong the electrodes, the electrodes 
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in th® two oorapartroents were, switohed. fhat is, th« el@©» 
trod#® iw the wore mnmntr^ ted lolution were plaeed in 
th® more! <Silwt« aolutiott, and irioe versa, this rtwraal 
also ineluied the soaking routin# described above in order 
to b® sure that the eleetrodes were in eonplete equilibriwn 
with the desired eoneentration of rare earth halide. fresh 
solutions were used for the soalcings and for both sets of 
measureraenti, 
The average of the two potential reading! for eaeh 
pair of eleetrodes before and after switehing was eowputed. 
Sinoe there were two electrodes in eaoh aowpartraent, four 
sueh averages were obtained for eaoh oelli these were 
averaged to obtain the potential of the eell. All dilu­
tion® of a rare earth halide solution were »ea»ured against 
the ia»e dilution, teiroed the reference ©onoentration. 
e. lata and ^ aloulationa 
The potentials of oells with transference were measured 
for solutions of lanthaniM, praseod^ iua, neodyiaiuro, gado­
linium and erbium bronidea, and for gadolinium ehloride. 
k typical set of data is shown in fable %tX, 
for the special case of the rare earth halidea, equa­
tion |%6) talcea the forra$ 
dg « - is d (In afl $ 07) 
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fable XIX 
A ffpltal S«t of l.M.F. Bata for a Coneentration 
G#li.witti frantf^ rence 
Salts Hdodfniuw BroMiie 
eoneentratlorii 0,00t3?5 aolar 
Heftrenee Coneentra.tlom 0,02375 »olar 
Bleetroies l.M.f. Average I.M.f. 
raillivolts millivolts 
I vs. 2 29.100 
29.107 
2 v«. 1 29.11# 
1 vs. 3 29.125 
29.080 
29.103 
3 V8. 1 
% vs. 2 29.091 
29.105 
2 v®. 4 29.119 
% vs. 3 29.110 
29.105 
3 vs. 4 29.100 
Averages 29.105 IBV. 
Averag# ©e*^ latloni O.OOt mv. 
Maxl»\i» BeirlalJloni O.OOt «v. 
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in which is the mean activity of the rare «arth haliie, 
froa equations (36), (37) and (38)* it follows thati 
-F dE - I rmtii In yj) « i wnja m ario) , (58) 
in which 0 is the concentration of th® halid® in equivalents 
p«r liter. Since T4. varies with concentration, equation 
(58) cannot be directly integrated. However, a function, 
can be defined asi 
(lA.) - (1/r.j.). (59) 
in which is the specific cation transference nuraber of 
the constant reference aolution, fhen, since d In 27^  
equals zero, equation (58) can be rearranged to yieldi 
d In y^  • - d In 0 - - '^ 7-
All but the last term can be integrated directly, and thii 
last tews can be evaluated by graphical integration. After 
converting to a?igg8ian logarithms, the equation becomest 
log .*„ « log -JT - _ «,«««. /^  
y ® 2.303 RTf^ 9.212RT 
-r  ^
in which the subscript r refers to the indicated quantities 
of the reference solution, thus, a ratio of activity coef­
ficients can be obtained directly fro® the experimental data. 
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fhese data are shown In fables XX through XI?. for the 
2500 w. per unit of and 10 »«. per ralllivolt were used, 
the listed transferenee O'uwbers were aoioputed from the equa­
tions in fable Xflll, 
fo obtain aotivity @oeffieient» from this experimentally 
deterroined ratio, reeourse was »ade to the Oebye-Huekel 
equation (equation (%0)) aaoording to the wethod of Brown 
and Maolnnes (103). for 3-1 eleotrolytes, this equation 
take® the forwi 
in whieh ^  » 3/^  k/2,S03t and • v'6 B. A and B have 
been previously defined by equations (41) and (42). By 
subtracting log y* from both sides of equation (62), 
r^ 
the following is obtained! 
logCyj/y^ )^ • -A' /~c/a . 8b' V~0) - log . (63) 
fhis equation ean be rearranged to yields 
los(yy^y*^) • a* nT? = - log y^^ - SB*/Xog(y^ y4^ ) 
• log sr* • C^ ) 
Sinee ^  and B^  are eonstants for a given solvent, solute 
and teaperature, a graph of the left-hand side of this 
e q u a t i o n  a g a i n s t  +  l o g  y ^ ^  J s h o u l d  b e  a  
graphical integration of f rdl, graphs on the scale of 
log yj • -A* fo/il • i B' vHc) (62) 
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Table XX 

























































0.OOOO 0.4371 0.00000 


































































































-3.3935 0.4338 -0.02626 






























44,569 0.4647 0.23740 
r^etemnm concentration 
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tabl® mil 














































































l.M.F. ©ata of irbim® Bromide at 25®e 
Molarity I.H.f. U>&iwJy±J 






•3.1028 0.4100 •0,02967 


































I.M.f. Bata of tocSoliniuffl Chloride at 25®€E 






















































0.0000 0.4420 0.0000 





* i»ef«p#n0e coneentration 
•• 11,6 — 
straight line with an intercept of (-log and a slope 
of ^  IB«). In praetioe, this caloulation was carried 
out analytically by a aethoi of luooeasiire approximations 
and of least squares (13^ }. the data so obtained are 
listed in fables XXfl through HXl# and are plotted in 
figures 13 and 1%. 
the raolal quantities listed in these tables were 
eo»puted froa the wolar qimntities by use of equations 
(33) and (3^ 5 * , densities were ooraputed frow the 
equations in Table MX, 
The values of £ are listed in fable IMIl. Using 
these values of B, the wean molal aetivity ©oeffieientSj, 
as predleted by the Bebye-Iuotol liwiting law (equation 
62)), were calculated. For oo»parison purposes, these 
values are listed in Tables XXVI through IMXI next to 
the experl«entally-deter«ined values. 
W* Discussion and Conclusions 
Within the concentration range studiedj froa O.OOl 
»olar to 0,035 raolar, the activity coefficients of the 
various rare earth halide solutions investi^ ted obey 
the ©ebye-luckel llMitlng law. this agreewent is in 




AdtiTitf eoeffislenti of jtonthan« S'oraidt at 25®0 
Molarity Holallty 4 
Cl5«by#-»uolcel) 
0.03^ 68 0.03*83 0.*3*5 0.*3*0 0.*3*5 
0.02*78 0.02*87 0.*680 0.*676 0.*672 
0.01982 0.01990 0.*905 0.*902 0.*899 
0.009912 0.0099*5 0.5626 0.562* 0.5633 
0.00*9§6 0.00*971 0.6390 0.6389 0.6380 
0.003%69 0.003*80 0.67*2 0.67*1 0.6753 
0.002*78 0.00t*86 0.7098 0.7097 0.7090 
0.001982 0.001988 0.732* 0,732* 0.7305 
0.0009912 0.0^ 99*2 0.796t 0.7862 0.7909 
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fable XXWtl 
Aetiirlty Uoeffleleots of Frassodyoitw 




0.03523 0.03535 OA295 0.4293 0.4306 
0,03020 0,03030 0.%%59 0.4457 0.4452 
0.02013 0.02020 0.4863 0.4861 0,4861 
0.01007 0.01010 0.5655 0,5654 0.5600 
0.005033 0.005048 0.6336 0.6335 0.6351 
0.003523 0.003533 0.6667 0.6667 0.6728 
0.002013 0.002019 0.7321 0.7321 0,7283 
0.001007 0.001010 0.7872 0.7872 0.7882 
• 119 " 
f mhi® xrrai 
Coeffioi«nts of Meodyrolu® 
Br©»iia at S5 0 
Molarity Molality n 
(©ebye-HSekel) 
0.03X66 0.03178 Q.mol 0.1^ 3 0.439% 
0.02375 0.02383 0.*68l 0.^ 678 0.%680 
0.01583 0.01587 0.5097 0.5095 0.5103 
0.007916 0.0079^ 1 0.583% 0.5833 0,5869 
0.003166 0.003175 0.6839 0.6838 0.6835 
0.002375 0.002382 0.71*2 0.7142 0.7122 
0.001983 0.001588 0.7502 0.7502 0.7503 
0.0007916 0.0007939 0.8087 0.8087 0.8079 
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fabl® mix 
Activity Oo«ffi©i®nt» of dadiollniiM 
BroMi<S« at 85®G 
a<MBwwtWMM«»Bwww»aMWMtiii?iwiiiifiiiiiiwBMiiiii»iryiniiiwiiiiiiiii>miiii'iiiiiyiWWW:Mi^  
Molarity Molality ii it 
(Deby®-lfiekel) 
0.03393 0.03505 0.4233 0.4229 0.4230 
0,0254% 0,02553 0,4526 0.4523 0.4522 
0.01696 0.01702 0.4970 0.4968 0.4954 
0.008482 0.008508 0,5696 0.5695 0.5725 
0.004241 0.004255 0.6484 0.6483 0.6491 
0,003393 0,003403 0,6760 0.6759 0.6729 
0.002544 0.002552 0,7027 0.7027 0.7026 
0.001696 0.001701 0.7408 0.7408 0.7419 
0.0008482 0.0008507 0.8022 0.8022 0.8014 
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fable XM 
AatiTitf Ooefi'icidnts of Irbiu® 
Browidie at 25®C 
Molarity Holallty il ii )fk 
Cl>ebf©-luek«l) 
0.03679 0.03693 0,*205 0.*20* 0,*205 
0.02759 0.02769 0,*502 0.*500 0.**87 
0.018^  0.018*6 0.*896 0.*89* 0.*907 
0.009198 0.009229 0.5666 0.5665 0.566* 
0.00*599 0.00*613 0.6*01 0.6*00 0.6*2* 
0.002759 0.002768 0.7002 0,7002 0.69*8 
0.001840 0.0018*5 0.73*9 0.73*9 0.7355 
0.0009198 0.0009225 0.79*9 0.79*9 0.7957 
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fabl® mi 
Aetlvity Coefficients of ©aaollniiKn 
ChlofitSe at 25°e 
Molarity 8olalit;r 
It k it 
Ci)®bye-Iiu©k@l) 
0.03503 0,03515 0.%17% 0.4172 0.4174 
0,02T25 0.0273^  0.4431 0.4429 0.4428 
0.019^ 6 0.01952 0.4788 0.4787 0.4785 
0.01168 0.01171 0,5346 0.5345 0.5312 
0.007785 0.007808 0.5817 0.5816 0.5806 
0.003892 0.00390% 0.6572 0.6572 0.6575 
0.002725 0.002733 0.6962 0.6962 0.6949 
0.001168 0.001171 0.7728 0.7728 0.7748 
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Figiii*® 13 - Mean raolal activity eoefflclents of 
lanthamiw, prai@o<iF»iuro n©o<lf»lyi» 
bromides at 25 <3 • 
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figure 14 - Mean fflolal 
gaiollniw 
activity ooeffi0i«nt8 of 
trbiuw broraitSes arjdi of 
eMoria© at 25%. 
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fable xmi 
Blstanoes of eiosest Approach for some 
Kare larth lalid©8 
o 
lare Earth Ion a 
(Angstro® 0nits) 
Bromid® Chloride* 
IaCIII) 6.20 5.75 
frClIl) 6.10 5»73 
mitll) 6.06 * 5.92 
mini} 5.72 5.63 
Sr(m) 5.90 5.65 
*With th« «x:oeption of ©dfiu:), all chloride mlues are 
fro® data of Sp®Ming, porter and Wright 6^). 
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o 
The values of a obtained are of an order of magni­
tude whieh indicates that a single layer of water aolecules 
is held the rare earth ions which is not displaced by 
the halide ions, fhere is no general order in the varia-
o 
tions of these valuesji although the a values for the rare 
earth bromides are higher than the corresponding values 
for the rare earth chloridesj this is to be expected 
since the browide ion is larger than the chloride ion. 
furthermore, the differences in i values between the 
bromide and the chloride of the sa®e rare earth are not 
constant. However, the Method of calculating these 
o 
values of a is not sufficiently sensitive to determine 
whether the variation in the t values is real, fhese 
experimentally determined values are probably not the 
true fflean distances of closest approach, but are rather 
pararaeters of each salt which are sowewhat affected by 
n 
the approximations Inherent in the Debye-Iuckel theory 
which raay not be valid for these 3-1 electrolytes. 
The errors in the determination of the activity 
coefficients include both the errors in the transference 
nirabers and in the potential raeasurewents. fhe former 
are known to an accuracy within 0.1 per centi the latter 
are llroited by the accuracy with which the raolarlties of 
the solutions are known, fhe average deviation among 
the potential readings was of an order of 0.002 millivolts. 
12T 
whleh was less than 0»1 per eent of th« saallest potential 
mea8mr«d» Aeoording to the manwfaottsrer# the error in 
the potentioffleter reading® were of an order of 0.01 per 
cent in the range of voltage® Measured, fhe tensperature 
fluottiation of i 0.02®G eontritottted no notieeahle error, 
therefore, the over-all error in the deteraination of 
the activity coeffieients is estiwated to be within 0,1 
per sent. 
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TO. QmiMI. itlMMAIf 
fhe ©onduetaneea, transf«r«nce n«Bib«rs and aetivity 
eoeffielents of aquaous solutions at t5.0®C of lanthanum# 
praseodyiniuisf iiaodirmiu»« pidoliniw and arbiun hromidas 
and of gadoliniMi ehloride have bean deterwinad for oon-
centrationa up to 0.1 noraal. fh@ aeeuraey for all d@t®r-
lainations was within O.l per ©ent, 
fh® Onaagar limiting law for eonduetanee is ob®y«d 
for all salta studied up to a eonoentration of approximately 
0,001 normal, fhe equivalent eondu^ itanees of the first 
three aalta Mentioned are identical within experiwental 
error. As th® at«ii© nawber increase# beyond neodyaiiWj, 
there i» a regulw decrease in the conductances of the 
rare earth bromides investigated, this same general 
behavior has been previously observed for rare earth 
chlorides (4). fhe identical conductances for lanthanum, 
praseodyaiOT and neodyraiuai brcMiides may be explained by 
assuwing that a second coordination nurober is available 
for these rare earth ion® as the atowic radius increases 
with decreasing atonic nwiber, there is crystallographic 
evidence for hydrated rare earth sulfates at which 
indicates that while neodyraiiai (131) has only one stable 
coordination number for oaqrgen at that tesperature, lan­
thanum (130) has two, thus, for lanthanu®, and possibly 
for praseodymium, an equilibrium »ight be established 
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bet;w#«n the tw© typ«» of hydrated iooa whieh would to© 
®xp®ct«d to materially affeet their mmn ionic radii and 
should greatly influ«nee their oonduotanoes, 
for the heavier rare earths beyond neody®iura, there 
is & deoreaie in ©onduetanoe with a deorease in atoiBio 
radius, fhis deerease in aonduetivlty i# probably due 
to the hydration of the ions as in the ease of the alkali 
metal ions, This decreaae has been observed in the series 
of the rare earth ehlorides (%) ae well a® the bromides. 
fhe Onsager limiting law for transferenee numbers 
predietB for the rare earth halides that their cation 
transference numbers should be linear functions of the 
square root of the normality and that the slopes of 
theee funetions ahould be approxiwately -0,5, Also, 
these slopes should increase with decreasing A.q* It 
was found for all of the rare earth halides investigated 
that the transference nwbers were linear functions of 
the square root of the norwallty as predicted. I^ lthou^  
negative slope® were obtained which Increased with 
decreasing Aq* ^ he wagnitudesof these experiraental slopes 
Bi l l !  mm 
were approximately one-fifth of the theoretical values* 
This sawe discrepancy between experiment and theory for 
rare earth halides has been previously observed {3#5). 
fhe transference nurabers of lanthani®, praseodyiBlw 
and neodyniuffl brosaides were quite close together. In view 
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of the similarity of their cornliiotanees, this similarity 
of their transference nwbers was not wnexpeeted. fhe 
transferenee numbers of the other rare earth brofflides 
studied decreased with increasing atowic number in the 
same wanner as did their conductances, 
fhe activity coefficients of all &%x halides studied 
agreed with those predicted by the §ebye-luckel law pro­
viding that the experimentally deterwined 1 values are 
used to calculate the theoretical coefficients, fhis 
same agreement between experiraent and theory was obtained 
in previous investi^ tions of the rare earth chlorides 
(1,6). 
The distances of closest approach, t, for all rare 
earth halides studied were found to be larger than the 
s«BB Of the crystal radii of the rare earth ions and the 
halide ions by approximately the diaoieter of one water 
roolecule. If any physical significance may be attached 
to the magnitude of t, the values obtained would Indicate 
that there is a mono-»olecular layer of water about each 
rare earth ion which is not displaced by the anion. 
However, the difference between the i value of the 
chloride and of the brcanide of the sane rare earth ion 
was not, in general, equal to the difference in ionic 
radii of the two anions, Unfortunately, the method used 
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fop the ealemlatlon of th#8e E vmlum 18 not sufficiently 
seniitiv© to A9t®mim whether the variations of th®8« 
values ar® real. Also* the values of £ would be in-
tf fluenced by th® assumptioni of the Beby®»luel€®l theory 
which raay not b® valid for thts® poly-valent electrolytes, 
therefore, the correct interpretation of the experimentally 
deteroined t values will have to be postponed until these 
values ©an be ©ore accurately determined and can be 
correlated to such properties as the crystallographlc 
radii of the hydrated rare earth halides and their partial 
aolal volumes. 
Before any wore definite conclusions way be made con­
cerning the behavior of solutions of rare earth halides, 
data on the rare earth elements not yet investigated should 
be obtained. It is hoped that when the complete rare earth 
series is investigated, the data so obtained will peraiit 
the further development of satisfactory theories to explain 
the behavior of poly-valent electrolytes in concentrated 
solutions. However, the data already obtained further 
confirm the validity of the Bebye-Htckel and of the 
Onsager limiting laws for activities and conductances. 
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AFPEimix 4. QimBmi of Bimms 
Only those lymtools wtiieh &m repeatedly in the 
text of this theiis are inoluded in this list. Other 
syrahols are defined in the text. 
Syaibol Qiantity 
& Aeti's'ity of an eleotrolyte 
i Mean diitanoe of elotest approach of 
ions 
A ©etoye-Hweteel ©onstant (equation 41) 
A* Modified Bebye-Hwekel Constant (equa* 
tion 62) 
B Beteye-Hiekel (gonatant (equation 4a) 
B* Modified ©etoye-luekel Constant (equa­
tion €2) 
© Concentration in equivalents per liter 
C goneentration in aoles per liter 
© ©ieleetrie Oonetant 
1 lleetroBotive foree 
f faraday 
5^  free Snergy (dibbs) 
f national Activity Goeffieient 
k BoltEfflan Constant 
I, Speeifie ©onduotanee 
M Molecular Weight 




n Nurober of lquiml«nts 
N Avogaflro Nttraber 
N Mole WrmtXon 
p partial Pressure 
E @as Constant per mole 
R Resistance 
S{f) fheoretieal Mraiting Slope of frans« 
ference l«raber 
f Absolute feaperature 
f Transference Number 
t Time in Seeonds 
V,v VolOTe 
*f partial Molal Volume 
w lonio Strength 
y Molar Aetivity Coefficient 
a lonie Charge or Valenee 
 ^ Molal Actifity Ooeffioient 
 ^ lleetronic Charge 
 ^ Viseosity 
Equivalent Conductance 
 ^ tonic Equivalent Conductance 
Chemical potential 
y Total Number of Ions Formed from The 
Bissociation of Cne Molecule 
M Number of ith"Ions Formed From the 
Bitsociatlon of One Molecule 







• Mean Quantity 
i Indioated Qmntity of an Ion 
• In4loat@<S Quantity of a Fositive Ion 
Iniiost@d Quantity of a negative Ion 
o Iiieiting Quantity 
(lay also be a supersoript) 
f Indieatea Quantity of a following 
Solution 


















of wat@r at 15®© 









%.8025 X 10"^  ^aba. e.s,u» 
9.650 % 10^  int.-ooul, per 
graw-atmifalant 
2.306 % 10^  ealories per 
volt per graBi«etwival®nt 
I.9S6 o8lori«s p®r degr©® 
par wole 
1.3805 JE 10"*^  ^ergs per 
degree 
6.0228 X 10^ 3 raolaeulaa 
per Hole 
IB,3^  
8.9^ 9 X 10*3 poise 
2T3,16 • §©ntlgrade feiopera-
tura 
3a%l59 
fhe I9fl international 
atottio waight table was used. 
3.7*^ 6 
Babys-iuelcal Modified B' 0.8049 
*fhe valuta of the basic constant® liatad ara those reaorawended 
by Birg© (10,136)# and Mywan and Ingall® (137). 
